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CHAPTER 1 COHERENT RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY
INTRODUCTION
In the diverse field of molecular spectroscopy, many different techniques
have been developed to examine the fundamental properties of molecules. Some
of these properties can be explored with techniques that probe the rotational and
vibrational motions that are induced by electromagnetic radiation impinging upon
the species of interest. For example, microwave and infrared spectroscopy can be
used to examine respectively rotational and vibrational transitions within the ground
electronic state. Both of these techniques rely primarily on the induction of a
change in the permanent electric dipole moment of the molecule. If the molecule
does not possess a permanent electric dipole moment however, no microwave pure
rotational spectrum can typically be observed and the infrared spectrum will only
reveal vibrations that give the molecule a non-zero average dipole moment.
This niche can filled by Raman spectroscopy, however, since transitions are
allowed not on the basis of a dipole moment change but rather on the basis of the
polarizability of the sample, or in other words the deformability of the electron
cloud surrounding the molecule. Thus, a pure rotational spectrum is attainable2
through Raman techniques for any molecule except those with spherical top
symmetry (where rotationdoesnot alterthe perfectsphericity ofthe polarizability).
Furthermore, vibrational-rotational spectra are attainable for the transitions of
homonuclear diatomics and of polyatomic molecules that do not result in a net
dipole moment change. This thesis is devoted to the examination by coherent
Ramantechniques ofthreesuch non-polar molecules, dicyanoacetylene, oxygen, and
carbon dioxide.
Chapter II presents the first reported structural analysis of gas-phase
dicyanoacetylene, C4N2, obtained by purerotational stimulated Raman spectroscopy
(SRS) and electron-diffraction techniques. C4N2 isthelongest known stable linear
molecule and is believed to exist in the atmostphere of Titan, one of the moons of
Saturn. Because ofitslength, C4N2 is easily bent andat roomtemperature, several
low-frequencybending modes are thermally populated. Since the molecule rotates
at a slightly differentfrequency in each of these bent configurations, the SRS pure
rotationalspectrumissomewhat convoluted andonly an averagerotationalconstant,
Bav is determinable. Therefore, a gas-phase electron-diffraction study was
performed in collaboration with Dr. Kenneth Hedberg and Dr. Lise Hedberg to
obtain ground state structural parameters. The SRS and electron-diffraction results
as well as results from ab initio calculations are analyzed and discussed.
In Chapter III, the pure rotational Raman spectrum of02 is presented as
a demonstration of a newly developed highresolution lowfrequency coherent anti-
Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) apparatus. Each 02 rotational "line" actually
is comprised of six transitions, three ofwhich are separated by only -0.02 cm"1.3
These triplets are resolved here for the first time. The peak frequencies, obtained
from a modeling of the CARS spectra, match well with frequencies obtained in a
calculation of the spectrum using a Hamiltonian appropriate to an angular
momentum coupling scheme intermediate between Hund's case (a) and (b) with
molecular constants obtained from magnetic quadrupole microwave spectroscopy.
InChapter IV, vibrational CARS is used to examine medium-to-large C02
clusters formed in a free jet expansion. The frequencies and linewidths of spectral
peaks arisingfrom these clusters are verysensitiveto temperature and a comparison
with equilibrium solid C02 spectra elucidates the cooling rates of the large (>105
molecules) clusters as theytravel in the freejet expansion. Also, several intriguing
spectral features are visible when jet expansion conditions are used that favor the
formation of somewhat smaller (<5000 molecules) clusters. The possible origin of
these features isdiscussed in light of different theories regarding the growth of small
clusters.
Chapter V presents a group of heretofore unseen, sharp peaks observedin
the vibrational CARSspectrumofC02. These regularly spaced peaks surrounding
thevi C02 monomer peakare attributed to therovibrational spectrum ofthe C02
dimer. This marks the first rotationally resolved Raman spectrum of a molecular
dimer. First, however, a brief description of the common thread to all of these
experiments, coherent Raman spectroscopy, will be presented with relevant
references cited for the interested reader.RAMAN SPECTROSCOPIC TECHNIQUES
Spontaneous Raman scattering was first discovered in 1928 by Sir
Chandrasekhara V. Raman but its early use was somewhat limited by the lack of
a sufficiently intense light source. This changed with the discovery of the laser in
1960, which provided the needed, extremely high intensity source of light. The
intensity of the laser emission is so great, in fact, that the interaction of the
radiation with the sample can induce nonlinear effects. This was first reported in
1962 by Woodbury and Ng2 in the discovery of stimulated Raman scattering
followed by the observation of CARS by Maker and Terhune in 19653. The
subsequent development of commercially available Nd:YAG and tunable dye lasers
accelerated the development of various coherent Raman spectroscopic techniques
including stimulated Raman gain (SRG) and loss (SRL) spectroscopy. (In this
thesis, the related (SRG) and (SRL) techniques willsimplybe denoted as stimulated
Raman spectroscopy (SRS).)
All of these coherent Raman techniques enjoy higher spectral resolution and
sensitivity thanspontaneous Raman scatteringdue to fundamental differences in the
light scattering process. In conventional Raman spectroscopy, an incident photon
is coupled with a scattered photon in an inelastic collision with the molecule. Most
of the scattered photons will be of the same frequency as the incident photons
(Rayleigh scattering) but some will be lower (Stokes) or higher (anti-Stokes) in
frequency by an amount that coincides with the vibrational or rotational energy5
levels of the molecule. In coherentRaman spectroscopy, however, the light of two
or three intense laser beams is coupled in a non-linear fashion in the sample,
producing a signal that is a coherent laser-like beam.
This can be observed in Figure 1.1 which depicts the processes involved in
CARS (a), and SRS (b). In the normal CARS process, two intense beams, o1and
g>2, drive the molecule into an upper vibrational or rotational state when the
frequency difference between the two beams matches a resonance in the molecule.
A third beam, o^, pumps the molecule into a virtual level from which a fourth
coherent laser-like beam, w3, is emitted to bring the molecule back to the initial
state. This g>3 beam can be separated from the input beams either spatially as in
the case of the folded BOXCARS arrangement4 used here, or with filters and
polarizers when all of the input beams are collinear. In the SRS process, two
beams, oi1 and to2, are focused on the sample. When a molecular resonance occurs,
the intensity of the higher frequency beam is diminished and the intensity of the
lower frequency beam isaugmented. Thusthe signal isdetected bymeasuring the
change in intensity of either beam when resonance occurs.
The CARS and SRS processes offer many advantages over conventional
Raman spectroscopy. For example,the spectral resolution in a gas-phase CARS or
SRS experiment is limited by the linewidths of the input lasers rather than by the
slitwidths of a monochromator as is the case in conventional spontaneous Raman
experiments. Also, the crossed, tightly focused input beams in CARS and SRS
define a verysmall sampling volume, thus allowing the spatial probingof different
areas in the sample, an important feature in the examinationof free jet expansions.6
The theoretical and mathematical framework for all ofthe coherent Raman
processes has been thoroughly discussed in a number of excellent articles and
reviews . The practical aspects of the various techniques willbe discussed in the
Experimental sections of the following chapters.(a) CARS
I
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Figure 1.1: Energy level diagrams for CARS (a), and SRS (b). The increased
width of o2 in (b) depicts the augmented intensityof this beam that occurswith
a molecular resonance.CHAPTER 2 THE STRUCTURE OF DICYANOACETYLENE BY ELECTRON
DIFFRACTION AND COHERENT ROTATIONAL RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY
INTRODUCTION
As the first example of non-polar molecules studied in this thesis, we will
examine dicyanoacetylene, N=C-C=C-C=N, an unusual linear molecule first
reported by Moureu and Bongrand in 190926.Dicyanoacetylene is a photoreactive
species which readily undergoes polymerization and hence its possible use as a
precursor for polyacetylenes is of interest27. The vibrational spectrum of C4N2
has also been reexamined recently28, stimulated by the detection of similar nitriles
in the thermal emission spectrum of the atmosphere of Titan, one of the moons of
Saturn29. This has led to the postulate that a 478 cm"1 peak in the infrared
emission spectrum recorded by the Voyager space probeisdueto the presence of
dicyanoacetylene28.
The first vibrational analysis of C4N2 was reported in 1953 by Miller and
in Hannan . Based on Raman spectra of the liquid phase and infrared spectra of
the vapor phase, peak frequency assignments were made for eight of the nine
fundamental vibrational modes. The assignments were later revised and the last
mode identified by Miller et al}1 in 1955. In 1987, Khanna et al. reported the9
Raman and infrared spectra for solidC4N2 as well as the liquid phase Raman and
vapor phase infrared spectra28. Revised assignments were given for the symmetric
stretching fundamental frequencies and a new set ofvalence force constants based
on these assignments was offered.
The structure of C4N2 is of some interest because of its unusual linear
arrangement of three alternate triple bonds and because the molecule is simple
enough to permit theoretical calculations of its properties. From x-ray
crystallography, the C4N2 crystal belongs to the monoclinic space group C2h5-P21a
with bond lengths found to be rc=N = 1.14 A, rc_c = 1.37 A, and rCsC = 1.19
A . The structure in the vapor phase has not been determined. No high
resolution vibrational-rotational data have been recorded and, due to the centro-
symmetric nature of C4N2, no microwave spectrum can be observed. The pure
rotational spectrum is accessibleby Raman methods, however, and we report here
the high resolution Raman loss spectrum of C4N2. These data havebeen analyzed
to obtain a Bav rotational constant which is the average for several low-lying
bending states. In addition, band shape calculations were done in an effort to
define a range for the vibration-rotation constant a for these excited states.
In collaboration with Dr. Kenneth Hedberg and Dr. Lise Hedberg, an
electron diffraction experiment was carried out in order to obtain thermally-
averaged interatomic distances (ra, r„) and vibrational amplitudes (£) for the
molecule. Quantities for the conversion of these distance types to ground
vibrational state ra values were calculated from a harmonic force field and the
resultant geometry leads to a B0 rotational constant that is slightly larger than10
expected, given the value deduced from the Ramandata. To explore one possible
explanation of this discrepancy, simple ab initio calculations have been done to
examine the importance of bond length changes as the molecule is bent.
EXPERIMENTAL
The dicyanoacetylene used in thisworkwasprepared in a manner similarto
the one described by Moureu and Bongrand33. Acetylene dicarboxamide, sand,
and P2Os were thoroughly mixed bygrinding and placedin a 500mlround bottom
flask. This was then connected to a vacuum system which was subsequently
evacuated to -40 mTorr. The vessel was immersed in a 220°C oil bath. White
crystals ofdicyanoacetylene soon formed ina collection tubeheld at liquid nitrogen
temperature. Upon completion of the reaction, the collection tube was warmed to
dry-ice temperature and pumped toremove theC02generated during thereaction.
The sample was then warmed to room temperature and left in contact with P205
for two hours toremove water vapor. Due tothelow reaction efficiency, (<10%),
isotopic substitution was not considered practical.
To ascertain the quality ofthe sample, avapor-phase infrared spectrum was
taken on a Mattson Instruments Sirius 100 FTIR spectrometer at 0.125 cm"1
resolution. Thelocations ofthepeaks were consistent with those notedby previous
researchers '31 and spectral features arising from possible sample impurities were
minimal.
The electron diffraction data were obtained ontheOregon State apparatus.11
Due to the limited supply of sample, only two plates were obtained, both at a
nozzle-to-plate distance of -300 mm (middle camera). The nozzle tip was
maintained at roomtemperatureand the sample containerat ~0°C. Exposure time
was two minutes for each plate, with beam currents of 0.47 /xA and ambient
pressures in the diffraction chamber of 2-5 x 10"6 Torr. The 8x10 inch Kodak
projector slideplates were developed in D19 developer solution diluted 1:1.
The Raman studies were performed using the coherent Raman Loss
apparatus at Oregon State University34. The spectral resolution of this system is
about 0.003 cm"1 with awavenumber accuracy of 0.007 cm"1. The sample cell was
at room temperature which resulted in a vapor pressure of -50 Torr. Due to the
photosensitive nature ofC4N2, apolymer-like product began toform asabrown fog
inthesample cell aftera few minutes intoa scan, thus degrading thestrength ofthe
signal. As a result, a spectrum showing a total intensityprofile of the S-branch was
not possible. Nevertheless, several short spectral regionswere recorded at various
shifts and at data intervals ranging from 0.002 to 0.01 cm"1. A composite which
covers a wide range of rotational transitions is shownin Figure 2.1.12
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Electron diffraction
The procedures involved in obtaining the raw data, reducing the data to
obtain the total scattered intensities s It(s), and removing the background to yield
the molecular intensities slm(s) have been described previously35,36. The total
intensity curveswith backgrounds are shown at the top of Figure 2.2. The unusual
slope of the total intensity curve of the second plate is probably a consequence of
the poor alignment arising from near exhaustion of the sample.
The interatomic distances most directly derived from the electron diffraction
data are denoted by ra. These distances are related to the thermal average of the
instantaneous internuclear distances r by
rg = ra+?/ra (2.1)
where I is the mean-square amplitude of vibration. For comparison with
spectroscopic ground state rotational constants, harmonic corrections are applied
via the relations
r°* =rz =rZ-WDa[{e)T-(ef]-brT-KO+(e)Tlra (2-2)13
3N-6
Bo ~BK =-£ dfMP. (2.3)
i
where superscripts denote temperatures. The Morse anharmonicity parameter, a,
is taken to be that of the corresponding diatomic molecule for the bonded distances
and zero for the non-bonded distances. The mean-square amplitudes, £2,
centrifugal distortions, St, perpendicular amplitude corrections, K, and harmonic
vibration corrections, ahar, are calculated from quadratic force constants in the usual
fashion .
The choice of an appropriate force field was examined since there exist two
different frequency assignments for the totally symmetric stretching modes of
C4N2 ' . For each assignment, harmonic force constants were derived using the
Schactschneider FPERT program38. A purely diagonal force field proved
insufficient to fit the frequencies exactly and inclusion of a significant C=N»»»C=N
interactionconstantwasfound necessary. Thuscoupling ofthe "isolated" C=N end
bonds via the pi-electron network system appears to be important in C4N2.
Since noisotopic frequency dataisavailable forC4N2, all otheroff-diagonal
force constants were set equal to zero. The possible use of the experimental
electron-diffraction amplitudes of vibration as added force-field constraints was
explored. The different setsofforceconstants corresponding to the twoalternative
frequency assignments28'31 were used in the program ASYM2036 to generate values
of £ , K, 5r, and a. It was found that these quantities were not significantly
different for the two sets of force constants, and thus, that force fields derived from14
either frequency assignment gave adequate correction terms for the least squares
fit of the electron-diffraction intensity data.
Two models were used in the refinement of the diffraction data. In Model
A the molecule wasexplicitly constrainedto a lineargeometryand the geometrical
parameters subject to refinement were taken to be the three non-equivalent bond
lengths. Eight amplitudes of vibration were also refined. The nearly equal C=C
and C=N amplitudes were refined as a pair with maintenance of their difference
at a value calculated from the force field. The results of this analysis are given in
Tables 2.1 and 2.2 and in the radial distribution curve shown in Figure 2.3.
In C4N2, vibrational averaging effects are expected to be significant: in
particular, the two low frequency bending modes, (v7 = 263 cm"1, v9 = 107 cm"1),
could lead to appreciable "shrinkage effects" in which the measured values for the
nonbonded distances are somewhat smaller than the sum of the relevant bond
lengths. To determine shrinkage values, 5 , a second refinement, Model B, was
done inwhich allnine atom-atom distances weretreated as independentvariables,
along with the same treatment of amplitudes as for Model A. The thermally-
averaged distances and amplitudes obtained in this case are also givenin Table 2.1
and the shrinkage effect values are presented in Table 2.3, along with values for
similar molecules.15
Raman Frequency Analysis
At room temperature, less than 10% of the molecules are in the ground
vibrational state and several of the low-lying excited bending states of C4N2 are
significantly populated, as shown in Table 2.4. As a result, the observed pure
rotationalRaman spectrum is a complicated average overmanyvibrational states.
For C4N2, the rotational constant Bv isgiven by
9
B* =Be-1£ai(vi+H2d) (2.4)
i
where vstands for the set ofvibrational quantum numbers Vj...v9 and a^ and d} are
respectively thevibration-rotation interaction constant andthedegreeofdegeneracy
of the i vibrational mode. The rotational energylevels are given by
FvJ =Bv[J(J+l)-f] -DJJ(J+l)-H2]2 (2.5)
where DvJ is the centrifugal distortion constant and the symbol £ used here is the
quantum number characterizing the angular momentum about the internuclear axis.
The frequenciesof the allowed S-branch(AJ = +2) rotational transitionsare
given by
S(J) = (4Bv-6DvJ)(J+3/2)-SDvJ[(J+3/2)3-?(J+3/2)] (2-6)
For non-degenerate 2 levels, £ = 0, and the J even/odd S-branch lines willhave a
2/1 intensity ratio due to the nuclear spin of nitrogen. This alternation will be16
obscuredbyoverlappingS-branchtransitionsfromdegenerate vibrational states with
£ > 0since, forthese, unresolved ± £ components will have opposite nuclear spin
weights. The exact degeneracy of these ± £ levels is lost since the energy of the
molecule depends uponwhether the bending iswith, or opposed to, the direction
of rotation. This results in a splitting of Av= qJ(J+l) in each rotational level,
where q-10"3 to 10"4 cm"1 39 is the £-type doubling constants. In general, the +£
and -£ levels give rise to somewhat different values ofB and Dj.
For the £ > 0 levels, R-branch (AJ = +1) rotational transitions are also
allowed, although theintensity ofthese falls off very quickly, as 1/J. For example,
even at the first line seen in our spectra, S(12), the overlapping R(26) feature
contributes onlyabout 1% to the intensity; hence onlyS-branchlinesare considered
in our analysis.
Although the instrumental resolution is high and the collisional broadening
at 50 Torr is estimated to be only - 0.04 cm"1 for C4N2, the plethora of thermally
populated states results in only partially resolved structure in the rotational
spectrum. This is a consequence of the fact that the two lowest frequency bends
occur at 263 cm"1 (v7) and 107 cm"1 (v9). Table 2.4 shows that the 15 lowest levels,
involving mainly overtone/combinations of v7 and v9, account for 2/3 of the total
population. The state degeneracy of each excited level is also given. Given such
a variety of B values, it is perhaps surprising that the rotational spectrum is as
resolved as it is over the large range of J values observed.
To extract a rotational constant representing the average over the many
vibrational states, eachfeature ineachofseveral recorded spectrawas subjected to17
an eleven-point parabolic fitting operation to find the best peak frequency. These
frequencies were then fit to Eq. 6, with neglect ofthe small £2 term, to yield values
ofBav, Dav, and a small constant (-±0.02 cm"1) representing the calibration error
in the Raman lossapparatus for that particular day. After shifting each data set by
these calibration constants, all of the data were combined and the process repeated
to obtain a Bav of 0.044867(19) cm"1 and Dav of 9.3(6) x10"9 cm"1. The resultant
corrected frequencies and differences (obs'd - calc'd) are given in Table 2.5.
Raman Bandshape Analysis
Examination ofthe expanded Raman lossspectra showhints ofsome regular
but poorly-resolved structure within each J transition, as illustrated in the top
spectra of Figure 2.4. An attempt was made to extract more information from these
data using a simple model 1o simulate the spectrum. This was done by calculating
the frequencies and intensities of the rotational transitions arisingfrom the ground
state and all states in Table 2.4 involving the v7 and v9modes only. The energy
levels were assumed to fit the expression
F(J) = [Bo-aiv^vJWiJ+D-a,^2] - ZW+lJ-^+V2]2 (2'7>
i.e., it was assumed that a single value of the vibration-rotation constant a applied
for all states involving v7 and v9. These transitions were then summed using the
appropriate degeneracies and Boltzmann weights, the Raman line-strength factors,
and a Lorentzian line shape of 0.04 cm" to account for collisionalbroadening.
For each J transition, this model predicts fivesignificantlines,corresponding18
to v7 + v9 values of 0 to 4. These lines are evenly spaced by 4aJ, with the
maximum intensity occurring atabout v7 + v9 = 2. Thus onemight expect that Bav
- B0 - 2a. The constant a is expected to be negative for states involving the
bending modes since the end-to-end atom distances are less for a bent geometry.
Typically abend/B is -0.001 to -0.004 for linear molecules40, and such a range was
explored for C4N2. Figure 2.4 shows the contours calculated for low and high J
transitions for several values ofa. Because ofthe assumption that B0 = Bav + 2a,
the center of each transition set is well matched to the experimental peak average
but it is clear that the peak modulation depth is changed greatly as a varies. At
high J values, the five line multiplets spread and start to overlap in a constructive
or destructivefashion, producinga higher or lowerapparent frequency modulation
in the calculated spectrum. Such interference may account for the reduced
modulation seen for Raman shifts greater than 16 cm"1 where J > 90.
In view of the simplified nature of the model, it is not surprising that it was
not possible to produce a very satisfactory match simultaneously for low and high
J values. However, it does appear that an average negative a value of about -
0.0002(1) gives thebestoverall fit tothespectrum and hence B0 isabout 0.0445(1)
cm"1. Because this value is not very well-determined, itwas not used as a constraint
in a combined electron diffraction - spectroscopy least squares structural
determination, one of our original intents.19
DISCUSSION
Bond Lengths
The ra° bond lengths obtained from the refinement of the electron-
diffraction data are listed in Table 2.6 along with some r0 distances for similar
compounds. Comparison ofthe bond lengths of C4N2 in the gas and solid phases
suggests that condensation producesa small contractionof the triple bonds and an
expansion ofthe C-C single bonds. This issomewhat surprising since packing forces
in the solid should preferentially compress the weaker C-C bonds, while any long
rangederealization of the pielectrons would be expected to resultinlongertriple
bonds in the solid. It may be, however, that these small differences are spurious
since no uncertainties were given in the x-ray studies.
Ascanbe seeninTable 2.6, molecules with alternate single and triplebonds
have a C-C distance of -1.37 A, a remarkably short value approaching the C=C
distance of 1.339 A in ethylene rather than the C-C value of 1.536 A in ethane.
This suggests thationic resonance structures such as"N=C=C=C=C=N+ may be
important in the bondingdescription. The increasedcharge separation possible in
N=C-C=C-C==N compared to N=C-C=Nshould favor such forms and this could
accountfor the slightly smallerC-Cdistance in the former molecule. The difficulty
withthissimplepicture,however, isthat it predictsa corresponding increasein the
C=N and C=C distances relative to those in HCN and C2H2 whereas the
experimental values are essentially constant. The simplevalencebond description
isthusnot a goodmodel for these compounds and a molecular orbitalapproachis20
to be preferred.
We have carried out an ab initio calculation (Gaussian86at the HF/6-31G*
basis level ) which gives an energy level pattern and an orbital description close
to that predicted by a simple Huckel model. The net charge distribution
corresponds to "5N=C+6-Ce=C-+6C=N"8 with 5 = 0.45 electrons and the central
C=C atoms essentially neutral as in C2H2. The predicted re bond lengths, shown
inTable 2.6, aresensibly shorter than theexperimental rQ values. This offers some
encouragement that other physical properties such as vibrational frequencies and
transition intensities may also be reliably estimated from these calculations. In
particular, the three calculated unsealed 2 + symmetric stretching vibrational
frequencies and Raman activities (in brackets) can be compared with the
assignments ofKhanna et a/.28 and Miller et a/.31:
Mode Calculated Khanna Miller
vj (CeN) 2706 [1300] 2271 [vs] 2290 [vs]
v2(C=C) 2455 [1.3] 2327 [vs] 2119 [m]
v3(C-C) 640 [1] 640 [vw] 692 [m]
Close absolute agreement is not to be expected but it may be meaningful that the
calculated frequency ordering and relative intensity patterns are more consistent
with Miller's assignment. This ordering of the C=N and C^C stretching
frequencies is also in line with the bond length ordering found experimentally.
These two stretching modes are undoubtedly heavily mixed, however, and further
studyusing isotopicsubstitution will probably be necessary to provide a definitive
choice among the two assignments.21
Rotational Constants
TheB0 rotational constant derived from theelectron-diffraction bondlengths
is 0.04489(9) cm"1, nearly identical to the Bav value of 0.04487(2) deduced from the
Raman data. This is somewhat surprising since, as discussed earlier, the
contribution of excited bending states should be such as to make Bav > BQ by
perhaps 0.0002 cm"1. It is, of course, possible that the harmonic corrections used
to obtain B0 from the ra values of the diffraction analysis are insufficient. In the
case ofC302, a molecule with an exceptionally low bending mode at 17 cm"1, an
analogous discrepancy between electron diffraction - spectroscopic rotational
constants wasresolved only byexplicit inclusion of anharmonicterms involving this
mode.42 This "quasi-linear" molecule is quite unusual in that it is thought to have
abarrier of 27(16) cm"1 at the linear geometry, the minimum occurring for acentral
bend angle of20(2) degrees. A clearindication of the inadequacy ofthe harmonic
corrections for"linear" C302isgiven bythe poor agreementbetweencalculated and
observed shrinkage effects in Table 2.3. In contrast, the agreement for C4N
4^2
is
comparable to that seen for other linear molecules. Similarly, the comparison of
calculated and observed mean square amplitudes shown in Table 2.1 indicates that
the harmonic force field is acceptable for C4N2.
The equality of Bav and B() implies a distribution of excited state B values
centeredabout BQ. Smaller Bvalues could come from excited statesinvolving axial
stretching modes butthese have a much lower thermal population thanthebending
levels. If however, the bond lengths should increase appreciably as the molecule is22
bent, a net decrease in the B value might result. In fact, such a stretch-bend
interaction hasbeen observed for C302, the C=C bond lengths extending slightly
as the molecule bends42. Asimilar, but smaller, effect has also been noted for
other linear geometries such as C0243, CSj44, and CH2=C=CH245.
Toexamine this possibility for C4N2, ourab initio calculations at the6-31G*
level were extended by optimization of the structure for fixed and bent
conformations. Bond angles of 174.7° (Cs=C-C) and 177.8° (C-C=N) were chosen
since these correspond to mean bending amplitudes (thermally averaged) obtained
from the force field analysis for the 107 cm"1 bending mode. The effect of bending
was quite small: an increase of 0.0004 A in the CeeC distance and a decrease of
0.0001 Ain the C=N and C-C distances. Such changes are insufficient to account
for thediscrepancies inthe B0 rotational constants. Calculations with a larger basis
set and electron correlation might change this conclusion of course.
One final possible cause of low B values for excited bending states is
intriguing, albeit highly speculative: that C4N2, like C302, is quasi-linear with an
appreciablebarrier at the lineargeometry. Bending states above the barrier would
then be linear and thus have Bvalues smaller than BQ. It should be said that the
electron diffraction shrinkage data do not support such an unusual structure
however and it should also be noted that our theoretical calculations converged at
the linear geometry. Thus a resolution of the small difference between the electron
diffraction and spectroscopic B0 values does not seem possible with the data in
hand. Further high-resolution Raman and infrared examination of the bending
modes and their overtones would be desirable for C4N2 since these would better23
establish the bending potential function and give more accurate B values of the
bending states.
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spectra.Table 2.1: Distances and Amplitudes for Dicyanoacetylene3
A. Constrained linear model B. Unconstrained model
r °
a rg ra ^obsd.
0
*-calcd. rg ra ^obsd.
NrC2 1.161(5) 1.169 1.167 0.047(4) 0.040 1.163(3) 1.161 0.041(6)
C3-C4 1.198(11) 1.205 1.203 0.048(4) 0.042 1.230(16) 1.228 0.041(6)
C2-C3 1.367(3) 1.373 1.371 0.049(3) 0.045 1.376(4) 1.374 0.049(3)
Ni'C3 2.528(6) 2.535 2.534 0.060(9) 0.052 2.527(49) 2.526 0.055(31)
C2'C4 2.566(11) 2.570 2.568 0.057(7) 0.051 2.580(60) 2.579 0.054(34)
Ni«C4 3.727(7) 3.731 3.730 0.063(7) 0.055 3.730(10) 3.728 0.065(3)
C2'C5 3.933(11) 3.935 3.934 0.066(18) 0.058 3.949(23) 3.948 0.064(6)
Ni-C5 5.094(8) 5.096 5.095 0.066(10) 0.058 5.094(14) 5.093 0.067(3)
Ni'N6 6.255(8) 6.256 6.255 0.080(27) 0.066 6.239(36) 6.238 0.078(9)
aAll values in A. In Model A, all non-bonded distances were constrained to be sums of bonded distances so as to produce
alinear structure. In Model B, each distance was treated as an independent variable to permit determination of the shrinkage
effects given inTable 2.3. Uncertainties in parentheses are 2a and include estimates ofsystematic error. Uncertainties are
assumed to be equal for each set of ra°, r„, and ra values.Table 2.2: Correlation Matrix (xlOO) for Dicyanoacetylene
aa rl r2 r3 *l *2 h u *5 *6 h *8
r(C=N) 0.16 100
r(C=C) 0.79 -92 100
r(C-C) 0.17 34 -41 100
£(N1-C2) 0.13 80 -82 50 100
£(C2.C3) 0.09 -30 17 -9 -18 100
£(N!.C3) 0.30 62 -69 <1 58 6 100
^(C2'C4) 0.25 -1 9 40 14 1 -50 100
*(Ni-C4) 0.23 -10 11 3 <1 5 -5 8 100
*(C2-C5) 0.62 23 -27 3 29 -3 23 -7 -10 100
£(N1-C5) 0.34 14 -14 3 8 4 3 5 4 <1 100
£(NX.N6) 0.96 2 -1 1 4 <1 2 2 1 <1 <1 100
^Standard deviation (xlOO) from least-squares refinement. Distances (r) and amplitudes (£) in A.Table 23: Comparison of shrinkage effects
8 (A) obs. 8 (A) calc.
=wa N=C-CeeC-C=N
ON 0.012 ±0.017 0.0096
oc 0.026 ±0.022 0.0148
C»N 0.039 ±0.007 0.0288
C-C 0.033 ±0.010 0.0324
C—N 0.050 ±0.007 0.0507
N—N 0.068 ±0.014 0.0728
H-C=C-C=C-HC
OH 0.033 ±0.03 0.020
OC 0.014 ±0.002 0.011
CH 0.064 ±0.03 0.035
C«C 0.030 ±0.006 0.027
C.H 0.076 ±0.03 0.054
N=C-C=NC
C.N 0.0126 ±0.0045 0.011
N».N 0.0226 ±0.0068 0.024
o=c=c=c=od
o»c 0.006 ±0.0015 0.0067
oc 0.08 ±0.05 0.991
o«c 0.109 ±0.009 1.303
o—o 0.156 ±0.019 1.894
26
aThis work. 5g values for C4N2 were derived from the r„ values of model Bin
Table 2.1, with the uncertainties calculated from la for each r value. bRef. 46.
c5g obs. from ref. 47 and 5 calc. from ref. 48. d5 obs. from ref. 42 and S calc.
from a harmonic force field fit to the vibrational frequencies reported in ref. 49
and ref. 50.27
Table 2.4: Occupation of the 15 lowest vibrational levels of C4N2 at 293 Ka
Level Frequency
(cm"1)
Degeneracy Occupation
Percent
GROUND 0 1 8.33
v9 107 2 9.75
2v9 214 3 8.57
v7 263 2 4.47
3v9 321 4 6.69
v7+v9 370 4 5.24
4v9 428 5 4.90
v8 471 2 1.58
v7+2v9 477 6 4.60
v6 504 2 1.34
2v7 526 3 1.80
5v9 535 6 3.44
v8+v9 578 4 1.85
v7+3v9 584 8 3.59
v6+v9 611 4 1.57
aLevels are arranged in order ofincreasing frequency. The sum ofthe occupations
in this table is 68% with the remaining 32% of all molecules lying in higher
vibrational states. Frequencies and degeneracies are for strictlyharmonic vibrations.28
Table 2.5: Wavenumber shifts of S-branch transitions of C4N2
J vobs. vobs."
vcalc.
J vobs. vobs."
vcalc.
J vobs. vobs."
vcalc.
12 2.406 -0.017 47 8.715 -0.010 80 14.589 -0.010
13 2.554 -0.049 48 8.866 -0.012 81 14.770 -0.003
15 2.974 0.012 49 9.052 0.002 82 14.956 0.006
16 3.125 -0.016 50 9.230 -0.006 83 15.129 0.008
17 3.320 -0.000 51 9.418 0.005 84 15.309 0.010
18 3.513 0.013 52 9.579 -0.006 85 15.309 0.010
19 3.698 0.018 53 9.760 -0.004 86 15.670 0.015
20 3.862 0.003 54 9.948 -0.001 87 15.840 0.008
21 4.033 -0.005 55 10.124 -0.004 88 16.027 0.017
22 4.218 0.000 56 10.305 -0.007 89 16.182 -0.005
23 4.407 0.010 57 10.482 0.004 90 16.343 -0.022
24 4.579 0.002 58 10.659 -0.006 91 16.552 0.009
25 4.767 0.012 59 10.834 -0.004 92 16.744 0.024
26 4.940 0.005 60 11.018 -0.001 93 16.909 0.011
27 5.124 0.019 61 11.202 0.004 94 17.094 0.019
28 5.303 0.009 62 11.374 -0.009 95 17.271 0.018
29 5.481 0.006 63 11.550 0.001 96 17.434 0.004
30 5.657 0.004 64 11.730 -0.002 97 17.613 0.006
31 5.858 0.007 65 11.920 0.011 98 17.785 0.000
32 6.033 0.001 66 12.093 -0.008 99 17.978 0.016
33 6.213 -0.001 67 12.269 -0.008 100 18.148 0.008
34 6.394 0.007 68 12.444 -0.011 101 18.309 -0.007
35 6.575 0.013 69 12.627 -0.001 102 18.478 -0.016
36 6.756 0.006 70 12.811 -0.010 103 18.667 -0.004
37 6.935 0.012 71 12.981 -0.002 104 18.852 0.005
38 7.111 -0.002 72 13.158 -0.009 109 19.727 -0.005
39 7.285 -0.003 73 13.327 -0.013 110 19.924 0.016
40 7.465 -0.001 74 13.518 0.007 113 20.425 -0.013
41 7.648 -0.008 75 13.695 -0.010 114 20.622 0.007
42 7.820 0.003 76 13.872 -0.009 119 21.538 0.041
43 8.004 -0.004 77 14.056 -0.013 122 21.988 -0.037
44 8.182 -0.003 78 14.228 -0.006 123 22.157 -0.044
45 8.359 -0.003 79 14.410 -0.009 127 22.910 0.005
146 8.536 -0.012
aShifts determined by fit ofeach unresolved J-transition ofFigure 2.1.29
Table 2.6: Comparison of structural parameters
r0 bond lengths (A)
N=C-C=C-C=N agas, ED
rC=N rC-C rc=c
1.161(5) 1.367 1.198
solid, x-ray 1.14 1.37 1.19
are, ab init. 1.136 1.389 1.186
H-C==C-C=C-H cgas, Raman 1.376(2) 1.205
H-C=C-C=N dgas, MW 1.157(1) 1.382(1) 1.203(1)
N=C-C=N egas, IR 1.154(6) 1.389(10)
H-C=C-H gas, Raman 1.2086(1)
H-C=N ggas, IR 1.15313(2)
aThis work. bRef. 31. cRef. 51. The C=C distance was assumed. dRef. 52.
eRef. 53. fRef. 54. SRef. 55.0 8 12 16
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Figure 2.1: Purerotational Raman Loss spectra ofC4N2. Thelower two segments were recorded at 0.007cm"1 dataintervals
and the remaining segments at 0.010 cm intervals. u>
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Figure 2.2: The s It(s) electron diffraction intensity curves from each plate are
shown superimposed on the final backgrounds and are magnified 3x relative to
the backgrounds. Difference = experimental - theoretical.NsC-C=C-C=N
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Figure 2.3: Experimental radial distribution curve derived from the average curve
of Figure 2.2. The convergence factor B was equal to 0.0025A2. Difference =
experimental - theoretical.EXPERIMENTAL
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Figure 2.4: Experimental vs. calculated Raman Loss spectraof C4N2. Calculated
spectra are based on a model involving a single value of the vibration-rotation
interaction constant, a, for the low-lying bending levels.34
CHAPTER 3 HIGH RESOLUTION ROTATIONAL CARS SPECTRUM OF
OXYGEN
INTRODUCTION
The rotational Raman spectrum of oxygen is unusual in that each of the
AN=2 S branch transitions is split by electron spin couplings into three sets of
transitions, AJ=2, AJ=1, and AJ=0 which are made up ofthree SS, two SR, and one
SQ components respectively (see Figure 3.1). The strongest of these sets is the
AN=2, AJ=2 S triplet but these havenot been resolved by conventional Raman
spectroscopy since the individual lines are closely spaced (0.02 cm"1 average peak-
to-peak separation). The S triplet can, however, be resolved using coherent
Ramantechniques andin this paper,wereporttherotational transition frequencies
of each individual SS line of oxygen from N=l-19, obtained for the first time using
a low frequency high resolution CARS apparatus recently developed at Oregon
State University. The extraction of accurate transition frequencies and intensities
through lineshape modeling ofthespectraisdiscussed andtheresults are compared
to those calculated using parameters obtained from magnetic dipole microwave
spectroscopy.
The initial rotational Raman spectra reported for oxygen by Rasetti56 in
1930 using a prism spectrograph and the Hg 2537 Aexciting line showed only the
overall AN=2 bands. The two AJ=1 lines appear as satellites separated ~2 cm"1
from the AJ=2 band and were later resolved by Jammu et al in 196657. The35
intensities of these satellites relative to the central line decrease very rapidly with
N58,59. The AJ=0 line is very weak and is very near the AJ=2 triplet60. To
our knowledge,the onlyreportedexperimental observation ofresolved AN=2, AJ=2
transitions was by Hill et al.61 who showed two of the S(l) lines obtained by
stimulated Raman spectroscopy ina discussion ofoptical Stark effects in 02.
The frequencies and intensities of the various Raman lines can be calculated
from molecular parameters obtained from microwave spectroscopy, using an
effective Hamiltonian appropriate to a coupling scheme intermediate between
Hund's cases (a) and (b)62:
Hrot =B(J-S)Z +2X(S2Z-S2) +y(J-S)-S (3.1)
The first term is the usual rotational part and the others represent spin-spin and
spin-rotation interactions, y isthe coupling constant betweenthe electronspinand
the end-over-end rotationand Sz isthe component ofS along the internuclear axis.
The constant Awas derived by Kramers63 who showed that the interaction ofthe
two unpaired electron spins, when averaged over the rotation of the molecule, is
equivalent to a coupling between the total spin and the spin component alongthe
figure axis and is proportional to 3cos26 -1, where 0is the angle between Sand Sz.
Its inclusion in the Hamiltonian results in a slight mixing of N±l states,
corresponding to a coupling case intermediate between Hund's case (a) and (b).
The Hamiltonian in Eq. 3.1 can be solved to yield the three term values, F^N),
F2(N), and F3(N) which correspond to / = N+1, J = N, and / = N-1,
respectively :
From the term values, one may readily calculate the Raman shifts and36
i
Ft(N) =F2(N)+B0(2N+3)-k-±y-[X2-2X(B0-±y)+(2N+3)2(B0-±y)2y,
F2(N) =BfliN+1) -ZtyV2(tf+1)2, (3.2)
F3(N) =F2(N)-B0(2N-l)-\-±y+[\2-2k(B0-±y)+(2N-l)2(B0-±y)2y.
intensities of each rotational line as has been done by Altmann et al.60 (1972) and
by Berard et al. (1983). Their transition frequencies are in close accord with the
values listed in Table 3.1, which we have calculated from the microwave constants
suggested by Johns and Lepard66.
EXPERIMENTAL
The highresolution CARS apparatus usedinthisexperiment(seeFigure3.2)
isa recentversion which permits bothvibrational and pure rotationalspectroscopy
with only small modifications. In the pure rotational configuration used for this
study, the 568.2 nm line ofasingle-mode Kr+ ion laser (Coherent 90-K) is directed
throughan amplifier chainconsisting of three R6G containing dyecells pumped by
the 532nmoutput of a seeded,single-frequency Nd:YAGlaser (Quanta RayDCR-
1A). An identical amplifier chain is used to pump the tunable output of a cw
single-mode ring dye laser (Coherent 699-29) that has been optimized to operate
ina range overlapping the 568.2 nmKr+ line. It isthese two beams that drive the
rotational transition while the 532 nm Nd:YAG beam is used as the probe source
in the CARS process. The signal beam near 532 nm passes through a shielded
tunnel into a 1/3 m monochromator and is detected by a Hamamatsu R955
photomultiplier tube whose output is directed into a SRS Model SR250 gated
integrator. This signalis averaged over 8-16shots bya microcomputer and is stored37
for analysis.
Discrimination of the very weak signal from the intense pump beams has
always been a significant difficulty in rotational Raman spectroscopy. Several
methods have been used in this experiment to overcome this obstacle. First, by
usingtwoyellow beams and one green beam rather than three green sources as is
usually doneinrotational CARS, wecaneffectively discriminate against any yellow
lightwith the monochromator. This leaves only the background scatter from the
green probe to contendwith. Second, the three input laser beams are arranged in
the folded BOXCARS configuration4 to allow for spatial filtering of the signal beam
from the three input beams. Even with these two techniques, an appreciable
amountof 532 nm light scatteredbythe sample and optics tracks the samepath as
the signal beam. Thisbackgroundlightstill dominates the spectrum near zero shift
butwas greatly reduced byusing a scheme wherein the polarizations oftheKr+ and
the 532 nm beams were rotated 90° with respect to the tunable dye and signal
beams. A Glan polarizer was then inserted between the sample cell and the
monochromator to reject light having the same polarization as the 532 nm beam.
This setup reduced the background at zero Raman shift by a factor of four. This
was decreased another factor of ten by improving the linear polarization of the
greenbeamwitha Glan-Thompson polarizerinsertedinthe 532nminput beamjust
before the cell.
Finally, by adjusting the temperature of the Nd:YAG crystal in the seed
laser, a single mode within the Nd:YAG gain profile was chosen whose doubled
frequency coincides with an iodine absorption line. Then, a 20 cm I2 cell was38
placed in the signal beam path so that any residual 532 nm photons were absorbed.
This narrow "notch filter" reduced the signal due to the Nd:YAG photons by
another factor of twenty. Ofcourse, when the Raman transition frequency matches
that of an iodine absorption, the signal beam is also absorbed. This "hole" in the
spectrum can be recognized however, by scanning through the same transition on
the opposite side of zero shift, since the likelihood of an I2 absorption occluding
both signal peaks is small. Together, all ofthese schemes reduced the noise due to
the Nd:YAG light at zero Raman shift by a factor of 800; effectively giving a zero
background level for pure rotational CARS studies.
The experimental Raman shifts reported in Table 3.1 were obtained after
calibration bysending a portion of the ring dye laserbeam through an I2 cell to a
photodiode whose signal was collected simultaneously with the data. The I2
frequencies were taken from the I2 atlas . The Kr+ line position was determined
by scanning through rotational lines onboth sides ofthe Kr+ line and calculating
the midpoint between transitions with identical J,N values.
The oxygen in this experiment was contained in a 10 cm glass cell filled to
70 Torr. To obtain a good spectrum of the S(l) line, however, it was necessary to
increase its intensity by cooling the sample in a free jet expansion. The nozzle, a
modified Bosch fuel injector valve with a 0.2 mm orifice, was operated at room
temperature and with a reservoir pressure of 4 atm, yielding a rotational
temperature of about 25 K. The ambient pressure of the sample chamber was
maintained at -100 mTorr by a combination vane pump/Roots blower.39
RESULTS
Figure 3.3 shows a representative scanof one of the S-branchtriplets,S(9),
for both jet and static cell conditions. Figures3.4-3.8 showCARS spectra of each
line of static 02 from N=l-19 while Figure 3.9 shows the CARS spectrum of the
N=l triplet obtained using a free jet expansion of 02. The wavenumbers of the
peak maxima, along with the more correct transition values from spectral
simulations are given in Table 3.1 for each AN=2, AJ=2 line from N=l-19. A
combination of the uncertainties of the I2 lines (2a = 0.002 cm"1)67 and in the
CARS peak determination leads us toan estimated uncertainty of ±0.005 cm"1 for
the absolute rotational frequencies reported inTable 3.1;relative frequencies within
each triplet are believed tobe accurate to 0.001 cm"1.
DISCUSSION
Toobtain thetrue transition frequencies and intensities inthe02 spectrum,
wherein the width of the peaks is comparable to the peak-to-peak separation, it is
necessary to model the interference of each line with its neighbors. The magnitude
ofthisinterference will varydependingon the dominant linebroadening mechanism
(e.g., collisional, Doppler, instrumental, etc.). Correct modeling is especially
important in CARS since interference of both the real and imaginaryparts of the
lineshape function must be considered, as discussed in some detail below.
Interference effects
In a spontaneous Raman spectrum with two adjacent peaks, the inner40
shoulder of eachlineaddsintensity to the other line, resulting in a higherapparent
transition frequency for the lower peak and vice versa. In CARS, however, the
intensity is proportional to:
( \2 { \2
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where Xj' is the real part and Xj" the imaginary part of the third order
susceptibility x^ for each transition. The term x^r represents asmall, constant
nonresonant contribution which was taken to be zero in this work. It is well known
that the Raman intensity is simply proportional to %" but, as seen in Eq. 3.3, the
contribution of both the real and imaginary parts of % for all active transitions must
be considered when calculating |x|2to get the intensity ofaCARS transition. The
contributions of transitions very close in frequency to the line of interest will have
the greatestperturbingeffectbut there isstill a significant effectwhenthe peaksare
separated as much as 10 times the full linewidth.
To illustrate these points, Figure 3.10a shows both the real and imaginary
parts of two Lorentzian peaks, spaced by 1.5 times theirfull widths (r^). In this
situation, thepositive contribution ofxreai ofthelower peakdestructively interferes
with the negative contribution of xreai °fthe upper peak as shown in Figure 3.10b.
Note also that constructive interference increases the magnitude of xreai on the
outer wings of the two peaks. Thus, when Xjmag and xreai are squared (Figure
3.10c) to obtain the CARS intensity, Xreai2 nas tne effect °f shifting the apparent
peak maxima of the two peaks outward and also of extending the wings of the
peaks, as shown in the CARS spectrum in Figure 3.10d.41
The net shift from the true transition frequency of a peak as a function of
its separation from another equal intensity, higher frequency peak is shown in
Figure 3.11 for both spontaneous Raman scattering and CARS. The case of two
Lorentzian peaks treated in Figure 3.11a would correspond to an experimental
situation in whichcollisionalbroadening dominates. Both the ordinate and abscissa
are in unitsof peak fullwidth at halfmaximum. As canbe seen bythe steep, linear
portion of the curves, until two peaks are resolved a single maximum is located at
a frequency halfway between the two lines. In the CARS case (solid line), the
resolution of the two peaks occurs at a smaller peak-to-peak separation than in the
spontaneous Raman case (dashed line). This is due again to the cancellation of the
real contributions in the intermediate frequency region for CARS.
Thetwo peaks arefirst resolved at aseparation of-0.51^0 , at which point,
the apparent maxima will be shifted inward by -0.251^,. from theirtrue positions
due to the constructive interference ofXimag- This maximum shift decreases with
increasing peak-to-peak separation. The shift from the true maxima in the
spontaneous Raman spectrum drops quickly to 10% of T^j. when the separation
is greater than one fullwidth. In the CARS spectrum, however, the contribution of
Xreal °^ tne two Peaks serves to push them away from each other. This effect
reaches a maximum when the peak to peak separation is approximately 1.5 times
Tlq,. and then decreases very slowly, due to the long wings of xreai- In fact, at a
separation of 10 x F^, the shift from the true maximum is still equal to five
percent ofr^.
Figure 3.11b illustrates the shiftsthat occur when the Doppler effect is the42
dominant line broadening mechanism and the peaks are almost purely Gaussian.
Here, two Lorentzian lines ofnegligible width are used, with xrea] and Xjmae tnen
individually convolutedwith a Gaussian lineshape before combining for the CARS
spectrum. The shift trends are the sameas for the Lorentziancase (Figure 3.11a)
but the effect falls off more rapidly. Finally, we note that when the dominant
source ofline broadening isinstrumental, the CARS andspontaneous Ramanpeak
frequency shift trends are similar to the Raman case in Figure 3.11b, since
instrumental broadening is usually modeled by convoluting a Gaussian lineshape
over x , rather than the individual parts68.
Spectral simulation
From the above considerations, one would expect noticeable interference
effects for each closely-spaced 02 triplet, with the outermost peaks shifted away
from the center peak, which would be relatively unperturbed in frequency. The
intensityand linewidthof the center peak shouldbe diminishedhowever, due to the
cancellation of xreai by the outer peaks. Thus, to extract the best measure of the
true transition frequencies and intensities, the following procedure was used. First,
a stick spectrum was generated for each triplet with lines initially at the
experimental peak frequencies. Each of these lines was given a Lorentzian
lineshape to account for the collisional broadening. For the static 70 torr
experiments, theFWHM for this Lorentzian was estimated from earlier 02 pressure
broadening studies57'64'69'70 to be 0.006-0.009 cm"1, depending on the N-value.
Forthelow density jetexpansion experiments, awidth of0.001 cm"1 was used. The43
contributions to each line ofboth xreai and Ximag °f tne tnree triPlet transitions
were then calculated.
To account for the Doppler broadening, a Gaussian function was convoluted
overboth the real and imaginary parts ofthe Lorentzianlineshapeusing a program
adapted from that of Palmer71. In order to properly treat the Doppler effect it
wasalso necessaryto considerthe crossedbeam geometry of our experiment. For
this configuration, the Doppler FWHM is
Av = Avdop l+4sln2|(v02+ v0vJ?)/v/e2 (3.4)
where AvDOp isthe collinearwidth, 6 isthe crossing angle of the twoyellow beams,
v0 is the laser frequency, and vR is the rotational transition frequency in cm"1 72.
The second term in the brackets becomes dominant at small Raman shifts, and in
fact, at ourcrossing angle of 1.95°, gives a Doppler width of 45 vDop forthe S(l)
lines at 14 cm"1. For the 02static cell experiments at 300K, the Doppler fullwidths
were nearly constant, ranging from 0.00140 cm"1 for N=3 to0.00142 cm"1 for N=19.
For the jet spectra, these values dropped by a factor of (25/300)1/2 = 0.29 since
Trot = 25K (—T-tr^s) was deduced from the relative intensities of vibrational
(2-branch lines of jet-cooled 02 obtained under identical experimental conditions.
After Doppler convolution, xreai and Ximag were squared, added, and the
sum then was convoluted with a Gaussian lineshape function to account for
instrumental broadening. The twoyellow input beams responsible for the rotational
transition have a FWHM of -4ns whichgives a Fourier-transform FWHM of 0.004
cm" for each. Since the beams are basically Gaussian in their time profile, the44
square ofthelinewidths are additive topredict a minimum 0.005 cm"1 FWHM for
the instrumental broadening contribution. In fact, the FWHM value that gave the
best fit to all of the data was somewhat larger, 0.010 cm"1. This excess width may
be due to residual amplitude modulations in the Nd:YAG amplifier pump due to
imperfect seeding. A portion of the excess width may also be due to saturation
broadening or to Stark broadening caused by the intense laser beams focused on
the sample, as has been reported by other groups61'73.
The final product of this convolutionprocess, whichwas performed on a PC
withspreadsheets and simpleFortran routines,is a calculated spectrum that can be
compared to the experimentaldata. One maythen iterativelyadjust the initialpeak
frequency and intensityparameters to reproduce the experimental spectrum more
exactly. The simulated spectra match the experimental data reasonably wellas can
be observed in Figure 3.3. The experimental data are represented with diamonds
and the narrow calculatedpeaks represent the collisionally and Doppler broadened
transitions while the broad calculated peaks that fit the data well also include the
0.010 cm"1 instrumental linewidth. The sticks show the peak frequencies and
intensities that result in the best fit to the data upon convolution.
Several interesting features can be noted in Figure 3.3. First, the near
eliminationofDoppler and collisional broadening inthe jet-cooled spectrum causes
a dramatic improvement in the resolution of the peaks. Indeed the widths of the
peaks are virtually entirely due to the instrumental linewidth. Second, since the
linewidths of the jet-cooled spectral peaks are much narrower, the interference
effect of neighboring transitions is minimized. This can be seen by noting the45
positions of the lines in the stick spectra relative to the experimental and/or
calculated peaks. In the static 02 spectrum, the outer experimental peaks are
shifted awayfrom the stickpeaks whosefrequencies correspond to the true Raman
transition frequencies. In the jet-cooled 02 spectrum, the stick and experimental
peaks coincide almost exactly.
Third, the relative intensityof the three peaks in the triplet changes as one
cools the sample. This effect can be understood by recognizing that, in CARS, the
intensity is proportional to the square of the population difference between the
initial and final states of the transition. Of the three Fj, F2, F3 energy level
differences, the F2 term, which corresponds to the middle peak in each AJ=2,
AN=2 triplet, has the smallest Boltzmann population difference and hence the
smallestintensity. This effect is minimalat 300K where the ratio of the square of
the Boltzmann factor of Fj, F2, and F3 is 1.0:0.98:1.0 for the S(9) line. At 25 K,
however, the same ratio becomes 1.00:0.78:0.99; thus, the intensity of the center
peak is seen to diminish by 20% relative to the intensity at 300K.
Frequency and intensity results
The peak frequencies obtained from the simulation process are tabulated in
column3ofTable 3.1. These corrected positionsdifferfrom the experimental peak
maxima by 0.000 to 0.003 cm"1, an appreciable fraction of the average triplet
spacing of 0.022cm for the N>5 lines. In general, the corrections are greatest for
the most closely spaced triplets, as expected. The difference between the corrected
frequencies and the frequencies calculated from Eq. 3.3 is shown in column 4 of46
Table 3.1. Ascanbe seen, the frequency agreement isexcellent with no apparent
trend in discrepancies; virtually all of the frequencies agree with the calculated
values within the 0.005 cm"1 level of uncertainty.
The intensities of each peak of the 300K spectra were obtained from the
spectral simulation and converted to values (column 6 of Table 3.1) that can be
directly compared to the Raman intensities calculated by Altmann et al.60 (column
7 ofTable 3.1). Allvalues havebeen normalized to the highest J member of each
triplet. Since eachtripletwas scanned separately, no attempt was made to obtain
accurate relativeintensities for differentvaluesof N. The agreement between the
simulatedand calculated intensities is fair but a systematic deviation does seem to
exist. In particular, relative simulated intensities oflow J=N, N-1 tripletmembers
are consistently higher than the calculated values in each case.
The source of this discrepancy is not certain although one possible
explanation may be thatthe assumption ofconstant linewidth within each triplet is
incorrect. Some evidence that such might be the case was seeninthe simulations,
which suggest that within eachtriplet, the low J widths might be narrower than the
high J values. We note that this would yield relative peak intensities closer to the
theoretical values but also that this is the opposite of the linewidth increase
observed with decreasing N65'69,70. The latter occurs because inelastic collisions,
the dominant broadening source65, are more effective for closely spaced levels (low
N). However, this energy gap effect should be comparable for the different J
sublevels ofa given Nvalue. It may be significant that the high J sublevel hasmore
M: orientational states and, in fact, Gardiner et al.14 have measured varying47
collisional linewidths for different M: levels of 02 studied by EPR spectroscopy.
The effectissmallbut suggestive of a larger widthfor larger M:values,a result that
would be consistent withour observations. Another factor which mightcontribute
a greater width for high J levels is the greater number of components (J+l)
expected for any AC Stark broadening. A more thorough study of the linewidth
pressure-dependence and ofthe Starkeffecton each AN=2, AJ=2 peak would be
useful in gaining a clearer picture of the true intensity patterns of these triplets.
SUMMARY
Experimentally-determined frequencies for the AJ=2, AN=2 rotational
transitions of oxygen are reported, using a newly developed high resolution low-
frequency CARS spectrometer. These frequencies match well the prediction
obtained by using a Hamiltonian appropriate to a coupling scheme intermediate
between Hund's case (a) and (b) and molecular constants obtained from magnetic
dipole microwave studies. The appearance of each triplet was simulated and the
corrected transition frequencies obtained by considering the various contributions
totheCARS spectral linewidth. Some discrepancies inintensities remain and may
be due to a J dependance of the triplet linewidth.
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Table 3.1: Rotational Raman transitions of oxygen.
S(J,N) Observed Corrected Corrected- Simulated Calculated
cm"1 cm"1 calculated intensity intensity3
S(0,1) 16.252 16.252 -0.001 0.48
S(l,l) 14.377 14.377 0.001 0.49 0.51
S(2,l) 14.303 14.303 0.000 1.00 1.00
S(2,3) 25.947 25.946 -0.001 0.70 0.59
S(3,3) 25.878 25.877 0.002 0.89 0.76
S(4,3) 25.837 25.839 0.003 1.00 1.00
S(4,5) 37.407 37.407 0.000 0.76 0.72
S(5,5) 37.368 37.369 0.000 0.94 0.84
S(6,5) 37.341 37.341 0.000 1.00 1.00
S(6,7) 48.883 48.882 -0.003 0.83 0.78
S(7,7) 48.854 48.855 -0.002 0.89 0.88
S(8,7) 48.830 48.832 -0.001 1.00 1.00
S(8,9) 60.361 60.359 -0.002 0.90 0.82
S(9,9) 60.336 60.337 0.000 1.00 0.90
S(10,9) 60.314 60.316 0.000 1.00 1.00
S(10,ll) 71.831 71.829 0.000 0.94 0.85
S(ll,ll) 71.809 71.809 0.001 1.04 0.92
S(12,ll) 71.787 71.790 0.002 1.00 1.00
S(12,13) 83.291 83.290 0.003 1.01 0.87
S(13,13) 83.270 83.270 0.003 1.07 0.93
S(14,13) 83.249 83.252 0.005 1.00 1.00
S(14,15) 94.734 94.731 -0.001 0.97 0.88
S(15,15) 94.712 94.712 0.000 1.07 0.94
S(16,15) 94.692 94.695 0.002 1.00 1.00
S(16,17) 106.160 106.159 -0.002 1.03 0.90
S(17,17) 106.141 106.142 0.000 1.09 0.95
S(18,17) 106.120 106.123 -0.001 1.00 1.00
S(18,19) 117.579 117.578 0.004 0.96 0.91
S(19,19) 117.560 117.560 0.005 1.02 0.95
S(20,19) 117.542 117.543 0.006 1.00 1.00
intensities from Ref. 61. S(0,1) is omitted since it overlaps with theR(2,l) line.49
Figure3.1: AJ = 0 (Q-), AJ = 1 (R-), and AJ = 2 (5-) branch transitions of the
N = 1, 3, and 5 rotational levels of oxygen.Ar laser —
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Figure 3.2: CARS apparatus used for pure rotational studies of oxygen.
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Figure 33: 02 in jet expansion (a), and in static cell (b). Narrow calc. peaks
represent natural, collisional, and Doppler widths. Broad calc. peaks includelaser
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Figure 3.4: Pure rotational spectra of S(l) and S(3) triplets of 02 (static, 70
torr).S(6,5)
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Figure 3.5: Pure rotational 02 spectra ofS(5) and S(7) triplets (static, 70 torr).
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Figure 3.6: Pure rotational 02 spectra of the S(9) and S(ll) triplets (static, 70
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Figure 3.7: Pure rotational 02 spectra of the S(13)and S(15)triplets (Static, 70
torr).S(18,17)
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Figure 3.8: Pure rotational 02 spectra of the S(17)and S(19)triplets (static, 70
torr)I I
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Figure 3.9: Pure rotational 02 spectra ofS(l) triplet (neat jet expansion, p0
5 atm, T0 = 300 K. The S(0,1) and R(2,l) lines are coincident in frequency.(a) X
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Figure 3.10: (a) Realx' andimaginary x" partsoftwo Lorentzian lines spaced by
1.5 full linewidths. (b) Real parts and imaginary parts separately summed. The
latter is equivalent to theRaman spectrum, (c)Realandimaginary sums squared,
(d) Resulting CARS spectrum.59
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Figure 3.11: Line position shifts as a function of spacing A between two equal
intensity Lorentzian-shapedlines (a), and Gaussian-shaped lines (b). Both shifts
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Figure 3.12: Coupling of molecular angular momentum with electron spin.
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CHAPTER 4 THE CARS STUDY OF MEDIUM-TO-LARGE SIZED CLUSTERS
OFC02
INTRODUCTION
In a molecular free jet expansion, a gas sample contained in a high pressure
reservoir is exhausted into an evacuated chamber through a small orifice. The
random thermal energy of the sample is converted into kinetic energy of directed
flowin this isentropic, isenthalpic process. In the region just outside the nozzle tip,
a highlysupersaturated condition can existwhere the molecules in the expansion are
cooled to such an extent that when collisions occur, the attractive forces between
molecules can exceed the repulsive interactions, resulting in the growth of
clusters75'76'77. This process of molecular accretion is the subject of this and
the following chapter. Here, we focus on the use of high-resolution coherent anti-
Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) forthe examination of medium to large C02
clusters formed in a free jet expansion.
In previous work done in this laboratory, clusters of several non-polar
molecular species have been examined by coherent Raman
techniques78'79'80'81. Through these studies, a better understanding of
cluster thermodynamics has been obtained, particularly with respect to phase
changes in the expansion region. Raman spectroscopy is well-suited to this
application since both the vibrational frequency and peak lineshapes are very62
sensitive to both the temperature and the leveloforder incondensed-phase clusters.
If the aggregates are large enough, they exhibit properties characteristic of bulk
material. Just how many molecules are necessary to form a bulk-like cluster is an
open question and estimates have ranged from as low as 10 molecules per
cluster82 to 100 per cluster83.
The importance of understanding the progression from singlemolecules to
bulkmaterial is reflected in the widevarietyoffields inwhichcluster properties are
studied. For example, in atmospheric science, many phase changes such as hail
formation,water condensation,and formation of solidaerosols require smallnuclei
to initiate the process. In metallurgy, the physical properties of bulk metals are
determined in part by the cluster concentration and thus the metal grain size. The
nucleation and growth of small metal particles on substrates is important in the
solid-state semiconductor industry. In catalysis, it has been shown that small metal
and metal-oxide clusters with large surface area are much more effective in
promoting chemicalreactions than the same bulk materials of larger size.
In an interesting discussion, Stein84 has illustrated the importance of
understanding the properties of clusters. His argument can be paraphrased as
follows. In bulk macroscopic thermodynamics, a single component system can be
completelydescribed by three properties. The volume of the system, for example,
is afunction ofpressure, temperature andmass, V1 =f1(P,T,m1). When thesystem
is halved, each half can then becorrectly described by V2 =f2(P,T,m2) where m2
= mj/2. If one continues to divide the system in half, however, eventually, other
properties start to be exhibited that must be described by other variables. For63
example, when the size becomes very small, the components of the system begin to
stick to each other and the surrounding surfaces. At an even smallersystem size,
the individual particlesbegintolevitateinthe medium, exhibiting Brownian motion.
Clearly, additional properties such assize, surface charge, and surface free energy
must be specified to uniquelydescribe the thermodynamics of the system.
Ina classic physics problem, a gas isenclosed ina cylinder byafreely moving
piston that is subject to constant pressure. As heat is removed from the gas, the
piston slowly descends until a phase change occurs, producing droplets at the
bottom of the cylinder. Classical thermodynamics predicts that this phase change
will occur at the vapor-liquid equilibrium temperature. In reality, however, one
oftenfinds that supersaturation ofthe gasoccurs and the phase change takesplace
at a lower temperature than the equilibrium.
To form a droplet, a surface is needed onto whichthe liquid will collect. If
no surface is available, as in the case of a free jet expansion, homogeneous
nucleation must occur. In other words, the droplet must grow upon itself. This is
only possible in a supersaturated system. From classical nucleation theory78, the
smallest possible radius of such a droplet is given by
r* = 2om/[p LkTlnS\ (4.1)
where a is the surface tension, m the molecular mass, pL the liquid density, andS
the saturation ratio P/P0, where P0 is the equilibrium vapor pressure. Once this
minimum radiusisexceeded, the dropletwill grow untilthermodynamic equilibrium
is reestablished in the system. It follows from Eq. 4.1 that the greater the
supersaturation, the smaller the minimum droplet radius, and the greater the rate64
of formation of the droplets or clusters.
In a free jetexpansion, the extent of supersaturation and hence condensation
is governed by many factors. It has been shown that the average cluster size
decreases with decreasing source pressure, p0, and increasing sourcetemperature,
Tq. Furthermore, diluting a samplesuchas C02 in a carrier gassuch as Ne or He
promotes the formation of smaller clusters. This is due to the fact that when a
collision between a C02 molecule and a Ne gas atom occurs, energy from the
internal degrees of freedom of the C02 is transferred to kineticenergyof the Ne.
This cools the C02 and increases the likelihood of aggregation when the cooled
molecule collides with other C02 molecules; hence, the minimum cluster size is
smaller. However, due to the small relativedensity of C02, this minimum cluster
size is not reached until further downstream than in the neat case. Then, after this
initial aggregate has formed, the number of additional accreting collisions rapidly
diminishes at greater distances from the nozzle, thereby limitingthe final size of the
cluster.
Byappropriately varyingthe source conditions,therefore, a range of sizesof
clusters can be selectively produced and examined to model the progression from
single molecules to bulk-like aggregates. Two extreme cases can be considered: the
expansion of a pure sample from a jet where p0is high and T0is low, resulting in
large bulk-like clusters; and the expansion of a dilute sample with low p0 and high
T0to produce verysmallclusters. Both caseshave been explored in this workwith
C02 as the sample gas. Here, large- to medium-sized clusters are studied and in
the following chapter, the formation of very small clusters, e.g., dimers and trimers,65
is described.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Carbon dioxide has been the subject of manytheoretical and experimental
studies,due perhaps both to itsubiquityin nature and itssimplenonpolar structure,
which limits thetypes offundamental intermolecular forces. Monomeric C02 has
three fundamental vibrational modes, of which only the totally symmetric stretch,
vj isRaman active. Aninteresting feature ofC02 isthe fact that the frequency of
v1? 1340 cm , is nearly equal to the frequency of the first overtone v2 of the
bending fundamental mode, 1330 cm"1. When two vibrational levels belonging to
different vibrations of the same symmetry species have nearly equal energy, a
perturbation of the vibrational energy levels occurs. This was first treated by
Fermi00 for C02, hence such a perturbation is termed Fermi resonance. The
interaction causes one of the vibrational levels to be shifted downward and the
other to be shifted upward in energy,with a mixing of the eigenfunctions of the two
states. The magnitude of the shift and mixing are greatest when the unperturbed
energy level difference is the smallest. In carbon dioxide, the Fermi resonance
between 2v2and \l results in the appearance in the gas-phase Raman spectrum of
two vibrational bands at 1285 cm"1 and 1388 cm'1. Although the mixing of
eigenstates is so complete that it is inaccurate to designate one band vj and the
other 2v2, we will follow convention in labeling the 1388 cm"1 band Vj and the 1285
cm"1 band 2v2.66
The Vj, 2v2 vibrational transitions ofthecondensed phases ofC02 give rise
to spectral peaks that have slightly lower Raman shifts than the monomer. The
vibrational peaks ofliquid C02 (which only exists at pressuresgreater than 5.1 atm)
are broad in both the lower and upper spectral regions (2 cm"1 FWHM) and occur
at 1279 cm"1 and 1385 cm"1 respectively (at T= 218 Kand P = 5.4 atm).
Solid C02 has a cubic structure with four molecules per unit cell. Each
monomer vibration gives rise to a totally symmetric mode, A„, in which all four
molecules are vibrating in phase, and an asymmetric mode, T ,where the molecules
are vibrating out ofphase from eachother. In the 2v2 solid C02 spectrum, the A„
and T mode peaks are separated by -0.37 cm"1 and with sufficient spectral
resolution, both can be observed at cryogenic temperatures. In the vx spectrum,
however, the two peaks are nearly coincident in frequency and have not been
resolved .
The linewidths and frequencies of the solid peaks are sensitive to
temperature and are thus good measures of the thermodynamic temperature of the
solid and, as applied here, of large bulk-like clusters. For this purpose, it was
necesary to obtain high-resolution Raman data on cryogenic C02, in order to
deduce temperature vs. frequency and temperature vs. linewidth curves from the
triple point down to near absolute zero. This work was done in collaboration with
Alan Richardson and Dr. Nathan Rich and the full experimental details may be
found in the thesis of Alan Richardson .
CARS spectra were taken of the 2v2 mode of solid C02 at 25 different
temperatures in the range of 8K to 217K. The peak frequencies at the different67
temperatures are listedinTable 4.1. Asampling ofthese spectra isshown inFigure
4.1. As the temperature of the solidis lowered, the peak widthsbecome narrower
and the Tg mode becomes resolved. The shift to lower peak frequencies with lower
temperature is also apparent. Note thattheentire frequency shift is only 1.6 cm"1;
thushigh spectralresolution isnecessary to obtainaccuratefrequency/linewidth vs.
temperature curves as shown in Figures 4.2and 4.3. The linewidth of onlythe A
mode peak is plotted in Figure 4.3 since the Tg mode intensity is small, with alarger
linewidth uncertainty. Note thatin both ofthese figures the magnitude ofchange
in both the frequency and linewidth decreases sharply when the temperature is
dropped lower than 50K. This suggests that nearly maximum order is reached in
the C02 crystals when cooled below 50K; e.g., no further crystal reordering or
contraction occurs. Further details on the spectroscopy of C02 and other solid
samples can be found in the thesis of Alan Richardson88.
Again, thepurpose oftheequilibrium solid C02CARS studies was toobtain
frequency and linewidth data to compare with spectral data gleaned from the
spectroscopic examination oflargebulk-like clusters formed in a freejet expansion.
The cluster studies will be described in the ensuing sections.
CARBON DIOXIDE CLUSTERS FORMED IN A FREE JET EXPANSION
Experimental
The setup of the high-resolution CARS spectrometer used in these
experiments is similar to that used in the pure rotational studies of oxygen, with68
some simplifications as shown in Figure 4.4. Briefly, the frequency-doubled output
of a DCR-1 Quanta Ray pulsed Nd:YAG laser, equipped with a Lightwave
Electronics Model 6300 injection seeder system, is split into three portions. Two-
thirds ofthe 532 nm output pumps athree-stage dye amplifier chain through which
passes thetunable output ofaCoherent 699-29 ring dye laser. Theamplifier chain,
which consists oftwo transversely pumped cells and one longitudinally pumped cell
each containing adye solution (R6G in this experiment), amplifies the ring dye laser
output from ~1 W to -1 MWin power. The dye beam is then combined with the
remaining two portions of 532 nm light, and is directed into the sample cell in a
folded BOXCARS configuration4. This configuration provides high spatial
resolution which is useful in exploring the free expansion zone of the jet;
furthermore, it allows for spatial filtering ofthe CARS signal beam from the input
beams. Following spatial filtering, the CARS beam is collimated and directed
through a single monochromator into a Hamamatsu R955 photomultiplier tube.
The output ofthe PMT is sent into a SRS SR250 gated pulse integrator and then
to the ring dye laser's Apple II computer where it is averaged and stored.
Simultaneously, a portion of the ring dye laser output is passed through a cell
containing I2 and onto a photodiode, the signal of which is also collected by the
computer to provide a frequency calibration.
The jet nozzle, connected to a commercial grade C02 cylinder with a
Matheson model 451 filter attached, is a modified Bosch fuel injector valve that
operates ina pulsed mode with each 300 /us pulse synchronized tothe firing ofthe
Q-switch of the Nd:YAG laser. The details of the nozzle assembly have been69
described elsewhere . With the exception of the neat C02 expansion
experiment, the nozzle used in these studies had a circular orifice 0.2 mm in
diameter with a channel length of 0.4 mm.
This geometry is similar to that of the sonic nozzles used in the landmark
study ofcluster formation by Hagena and Obert87 wherein the effects of pressure,
temperature, nozzle size and test gas on mean cluster size was explored. In that
study, experiments were performed using three different types of nozzles: sonic,
Laval, and conical (see Figure 4.5a, b, c). It was shown that the source pressure
required to form C02 clustersof a given sizewith the sonicnozzlewas 5 times that
necessary when using a Laval or conical nozzle at temperatures and nozzle
diameters similar to the one used in this experiment. In fact, expansions from sonic
nozzles have been termed the "worst case" with respect to cluster generation for
similar nozzle diameters and stagnation pressures and have been used precisely
for the purpose of minimizingcluster formation which is regarded as a nuisance in
many beam experiments. Nevertheless, the sonic nozzle used here proved
satisfactory for the production of medium and large clusters formed in an expansion
of a dilutemixtureof C02 in a driving gas,and proved even ideal for the formation
of very small clusters as described in the following chapter.
The nozzle used in the studyof neat C02 expansionswas a cylindrical type
nozzle with a channel length of 2.0 mm and an orifice diameter of 0.2 mm (see
Figure 4.5d). This type of nozzle is more favorable than the sonic nozzle for the
formation of clusters since the molecular fluxalong the centerline of the expansion
remains high further away from the nozzle; hence, more accreting collisions are70
likely to occur.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Inasmuch as the goal of these experiments has been to learn more of the
growth of clusters from dimersto bulk-like solids, it has been necessary to explore
a wide range of source conditions, i.e., sample temperature and pressure in the
reservoir behind the nozzle, dilution in a carrier gas, etc. Varying these conditions
alters the appearance of the C02 CARS spectrum significantly. This is especially
true in the 2v2 spectrum of C02 which is shown in Figure 4.6 with the spectral
regions outlined wherein peaks associated with different-sized clusters are found.
The sharp peak at the right of the spectrum is the Q-branch of the C02
monomer. In an expansion wherethe sourcepressure,p0isverylow(2-4 atm), and
the source temperature is warm (300 K), small sharp features appear immediately
surrounding the Q-branch peak. These features are especially pronounced in the
vx spectral region and will be described in detail in the following chapter.
The group of peaks between 1277 cm"1 and 1283 cm"1 appears in moderate
to harsh expansions with the relative intensity of the constitutent peaks varying
strongly with source conditions. Although the frequency of at least one of these
features coincides with that of bulk liquid C02 at 1279 cm"1, a comparison of the
linewidth of these peaksvs. the liquid C02 peak shows that the liquid peak ismuch
broader (2 cm"1 FWHM at 213 K). Furthermore, Beck91 has shown that with N2,
condensed phase transitions occur almost instanteously in the jetexpansion and that71
except for the point in the jet expansionwhere the phase transitions actuallyoccur,
coexisting phases do not exist. The origin of these middle spectral peaks will be
considered in a later section ofthis chapter, but first, the 1275 cm"1 peak will be
explored.
Bulk-like solid C02 clusters
To see if the spectral feature near 1275 cm"1 can be compared to the
equilibrium crystalline C02 feature found at the same frequency, a free jet
expansion ofpureC02was examined with thesource conditions setto pQ = 27 atm
andT0 = 298 K. Underthese source conditions, light scattering from C02 clusters
is visible to the naked eye in the cell as the clusters pass through the laser beam.
Representative CARS spectra are shown inFigure4.7at varying distances fromthe
nozzle tip in units of X/D where X is the distance from the nozzle and D is the
nozzle orifice diameter. Thevery sharp feature at 1276.85 is the 0(4) line ofC02
monomer and served as a useful calibration point. The broad feature to the left of
the monomer peak shifts to lower Raman shift and becomes narrower as the cluster
cools. This is consistent with the behavior of crystalline C02.
By comparing the cluster peak frequency with the peak frequency of the
equilibrium solid C02 for which the temperature is known, one may estimate the
temperature of the cluster. The legitimacy of this comparison is established by
comparing the source conditions used in this experiment with conditions used in
other reported C02 clusterexperiments wherethe number ofmolecules per cluster
09 is known. For example, Torchet et al. reported that for stagnation pressures as72
low assix atm., thenumber ofmolecules percluster exceeded 1000 inan expansion
of pure C02. Thus, in this experiment where the stagnation pressure is 27 atm,
cluster sizes are expected to be well within the size regime where the cluster may
be treated as bulk material.
Fromcomparing the cluster and solid peakfrequencies, the temperatureof
the cluster as a function of distance from the nozzle has been determined and is
presented in Figure 4.8. This figure shows that even at X/D=l, solid C02 has
alreadyformed and has cooledfrom the reservoirtemperature of 298 K to 152 K,
fully 65 degrees below the triple point. This temperature drops further as X/D
increases. Beyond X/D=9, the cooling rate slows until at X/D=20, the cluster has
a temperature of 128 K. The CARS signal was very weak much past X/D=20,
making temperaturedetermination less certain, but the slope of the cooling curve
approaches zero leading to a final temperature of -120 K. This is consistent with
the observation of Torchet et al.92 who, using a similar jet expansion, estimated a
final temperature of 108 ± 10 K for pure C02 clusters using electron diffraction.
Moreover, Farges etal. showed that the final temperature ofa cluster in a pure
gas expansion is approximately constant for a given molecule and is related to the
well depth of the molecular pair potential. For C02, they calculate a final
temperature range of 95-115 K,again consistent with our experimental observations.
Therate ofcooling ofthecluster isdependent onitssize, suggesting thatthe
mean size might be deduced by modeling the cooling curve. Attempts to do this
weremade, taking intoaccount theseveral factors thatalterthecluster temperature
in the jet expansion. In the early part of the expansion many collisions occur73
between monomers and clusters. Each collision thatresults ina monomer sticking
to the cluster surface will warm the cluster an amount determined bythe heat of
sublimation and the heat capacity of the cluster. At the same time, since the cluster
is warmer than the monomer due to previous condensation, a monomer-cluster
accretion event will cool the cluster by an energy amount equal to CpAT, where Cp
is the heat capacity of the monomer and AT = (Tcluster - Tmonomer). The
temperature of the monomer can be calculated using the relationship between
source temperature and the temperature in an isentropic expansion94 at any
distance from the nozzle tip. Tcluster at any pointinthe expansion isobtained from
a least-squares fit of the data in Figure 4.8.
Besides the collisions, some monomers are evaporating from the surface of
the cluster, thereby removing heat. This heat loss is proportional to the surface
area which isrelated to the overall size of the cluster. It isalso dependenton the
vaporpressure ofthe solid at the temperature ofthe cluster. If the cluster islarge
enough (>1000 molecules), size effects such asvariations in the surface tension95
and latent heat96 on the thermodynamics of the cluster should play but a minor
role in the rate of molecular evaporation.
If size effects are ignored, there are still several unknown variables in the
problem. To accurately model the size of the cluster, it is necessary to know the
fraction of collisions that result in a molecule sticking to the surface of the cluster
(sticking coefficient/) and, further, theaverage amount ofenergy passed from the
cluster to a monomer in a non-stickingcollision.
These questions would be moot if the temperature could be modeled for a74
region of the expansion far from the nozzle tip where the monomer cluster collision
rate is small compared to evaporation. Such an approach was used previously by
Beck et al. in modeling cooling of N2 clusters80. Unfortunately in the case of our
neat C02 expansion, the cluster temperature drops so quickly that the vapor
pressure during much of the expansion is so low that the rate of evaporation is
minute; hence, the cooling mustoccurprimarily bynoncondensing collisions of the
colder monomer.
To explore the possible range of the coolingvariables, the cluster diameter
and the sticking coefficient were varied. Theaverage amount ofenergy transfer in
a non-sticking collision was assumed equal to C AT. Using heat capacities97,
densities , and AHsuby/ from the literature, the curves shown in Figures 4.9a and
4.9b wereobtained. Itwas found thattoapproximate the experimental temperature
vs. X/D data, the maximum fraction of collisions resulting in accretion is 0.16,
regardless of cluster size. Largerfractions resulted in warming, not cooling of the
clusterasX/D increased. A 0.16 sticking coefficient yields a mean clusterdiameter
of 30 nm, which, assuming a spherical shape, corresponds to -3.2 x 105 C02
molecules. Note that at this extreme, the coolingrate close to the nozzle is not well
approximated. At the other extreme, if/isgreatly reduced to 0.001 for example,
the cluster diameter giving the best fit of the data is 600 nm (Figure 4.9b), or 2.5
x109 molecules. The principal conclusions therefore are that the clusters are larger
in diameter than 30 nm and that no more than 16% of monomer-cluster collisions
result in accretion.75
Crystalline C02 clusters formed in dilute mixtures
Mixtures of 5% or 10% C02 in He were used in the other experiments
examining solid C02 clusters in a free jet expansion. Byusinga dilute mixture, the
clusters are cooled toamuch greaterextent thanintheexperiment using pureC02.
In the mixture, most of the collisions are between helium atoms and the sample
clusters and/or monomers so the internal energy of the cluster is transferred to the
kinetic energy ofthe He. Figure4.10 shows representative spectratakenat varying
distancesfrom the nozzle tip. The most significant feature of these spectra is that
both the A and T mode peaks are visible, clearly establishing that the C02
clusters are not amorphous or glassy but have a well-ordered crystalline structure.
The other notable feature is the sharpening of the peaks at colder
temperature. Thus, not only the peak frequency but also the peak width can be
used to obtain an estimate of the cluster temperature. This was again done by
comparison with the equilibrium solid C02 spectra taken at known temperatures
and is illustrated in Figure 4.11. The lower curve shown in Figure 4.11 shows the
cluster temperature as determined by the A„ peak frequency. This shows that in
the less than one microsecond that it takes for the cluster to move from the nozzle
exit to X/D=l, the cluster temperature has dropped to 78 K. Moreover, in this
time period, the cluster has formed into a well-ordered crystalline structure as
evidenced by the appearance of both the A„ and T„ mode peaks in the top
spectrum of Figure 4.10.
The upper curve gives the temperature predicted by the Ag linewidth and it
is apparent that this is consistently higher than the curve based on frequency76
position. This is a consequence of an increased linewidth of the jet spectra
compared with the equilibrium solid spectra at similar temperatures. That such
mightoccurisunderstandable whenone considersthat there issurelya distribution
in size and temperature of clusters formed. Near the nozzle, clusters of different
sizewill experience different rates of cooling sincethe collision rate is proportional
to the surface area of the cluster. In addition, the rapid rate of formation and
cooling of the clusters may result in some broadening due to residual crystalline
disorder. Modeling of the cooling curves to estimate a cluster size was not judged
feasible for this experiment since one must consider both C02 and He collisions
with the clusters. Again the question of how much energy on average is transferred
per collision is not easily answerable.
Medium-sized C02 clusters formed in dilute mixtures
As was shownin Figure 4.6, several spectral features appear in between the
monomer and the solid peaks in the 2v2 spectrum of a dilute mixture of C02 and
He. These features were first observed in this group78 in 1985, using a low
resolution predecessor to our current high resolution CARS system. At that time,
the peak least shifted from the monomer in frequency was attributed to the Q-
branch of the 2v2 mode of the C02 dimer. Recently, Barth and Huisken99
offered a reinterpretation of the group of peaks as the O-, P-, Q-, R-, and S-
branches of this mode of the C02 dimer. This seemed unlikely to us since the
isotropic Q branch normally dominates the Raman spectrum of most molecules.
Thus, in order to better understand the origin of these peaks, several higher77
resolution CARS spectra were obtained under a range of conditions.
It was first observed that the relative intensity of the peaks changed
dramatically, depending on the source conditions, particularly the stagnation
pressure. Thiscanbe seen inFigure4.12, which shows representative spectra taken
at a variety ofsourceconditions. In spectrum (a), takenwith relatively mild source
conditions that would favor the formation of small clusters, only the highest
frequency peakofthe intermediate group appears. The solid peakismissing and
twosharp monomer O-branch lines are visible, indicating that the monomer/cluster
ratio is large. Spectrum (b) was taken at a higher source pressure which tends to
increase the supersaturation ratio in the condensation zone of the jet expansion;
hence more, and larger, clusters are expected tobeformed. Indeed, the solid C02
peak is now visible and several new features in the intermediate region are
apparent. Spectrum (c) was taken with a high driving pressure, a lower initial
temperature, and a more concentrated mixture of C02 in He. All of these
conditions favor theformation oflarge solid clusters asismanifest bythe dominant
solid peakwhich shows boththeA and T mode peaks. Oftheintermediate group
ofpeaks, only the lowest frequency peaks are apparent in spectrum (c). It should
be noted that the individual spectra in Figure 4.12are normalized to show the detail
of each trace. Experimentally, the CARS signal was several orders of magnitude
weakerwith the experimental conditions that producedspectrum(a) than with the
conditions that produced spectrum (c).
Thevariation intherelative intensities oftheintermediate features isclearly
inconsistent with their assignment as0-, P-, Q-, R-, andS-branches ofthedimer by78
Barth and Huisken . The trends also clearly suggest that those spectral features
leastred-shifted from the monomer are dueto smaller C02 clusters, an observation
that led to the assignment of the 1281.3 cm"1 feature to the Q-branch of (C02)2 in
the earlier work done in our group . This also appears now to be incorrect, since
in the current high-resolution studies, a group of new, sharp peaks immediately
surrounding the monomer Q-branch have been discerned under even less-
condensing source conditions and these seem more sensibly attributable to dimers
and/or trimers, as will be discussed in the following chapter.
The possibility that this group ofpeaks between 1278 cm"1 and 1282 cm"1 is
due to higher-order polymers, e.g., tetramers, pentamers, etc., was considered but
deemed unlikely since such a progression of larger and larger polymers should lead
to a continuum of peaks leading up to the solid crystalline peak. This is not
observed, and in fact, there is a 1cm"1 gap between the solid and the intermediate
features that is totally void of any peaks.
Cluster surface modes
Another possibility is that the 1278-1282 cm"1 peaks arise from surface
modes on a small cluster. It seems reasonable that molecules on the surface of a
cluster will experience a slightly smaller environmental or matrix shift than those in
the interior and will thus vibrate at a frequency closer to that of the monomer.
Weconsidereda simplemodelofa spherical clusterwiththe outermostlayer
of molecules comprising a shell. By assuming that the 1278-1282 cm"1 peaks
originate from this shell and that the solid peak accounts for the core molecules, it79
is possible to calculate the ratio of surface molecules to core molecules. This is
donebyassuming thattheRaman cross-sections are the sameforallC02 units and
are additive. By measuring the ratio of the square root of the CARS intensity of
the group of surface peaks to the solid peak, the total size and number of molecules
in the cluster is then calculable.
For spectrum (c) in Figure 4.12, this calculation gives a cluster size of -4000
molecules and a diameter of 3.5 nm. The ratio of surface peaks to core peaks is
much higher in spectrum (b) and in fact leads to a cluster size estimate of -58
molecules and a diameter of 0.85 nm. In spectrum (a), no solid C02 peak canbe
seen implying that virtually all of the molecules are on the surface of the cluster.
This would be consistent, for example, with a hexagonal close-packed 13-molecule
structure with 12 molecules on the surface and one molecule in the core.
Ofcourse, the larger the cluster, the smaller is the relative number of surface
molecules to bulk molecules. Thus, under expansion conditions that favor large
clusters, e.g., high p0, pure C02 sample, the intensity of the surface Raman
vibrational peaks should be minimal compared to that of the bulk peaks. Indeed,
no intermediate peaks were observed in the pure C02 expansion experiments
described above.
Support is lent to this surface-core postulate by a study of the vibrational
predisocciation spectra of nitrous oxide clusters by Miller et al100. In that study,
the Vj + v3infrared spectrum and massanalysis of a jet expansion of a mixtureof
N20 (typically 15% in He) was obtained for source pressures ranging from 3 atm
to 34 atm. As the source pressure is increased, a clear progression of peaks from80
the monomer to the solid peaks is observed as in our experiments. This is shown
in Figure 4.13a, which was taken from reference 104. From simultaneous mass
analysis ofthe clusters, it isseen that a spectralfeature coincident infrequency with
the monomer peaks originates mostly from the N20 dimer when the source
pressure is <4 atm. The solidspectral peak appears at source pressures > 8.5atm;
at this pressure, the cluster size estimated from mass analysis is 20-60 monomer
units. Finally, at 18 atm, thedominant spectral feature isthatofsolid N20 and the
cluster distribution peaks at (N2O)50.
In the same study a Monte Carlo simulation of the spectra of (N20)2,
(N20)55 and solid N20 (see Figure 4.13b, also taken from reference 104) showed
that the experimental low source pressure expansion spectral peaks could be
reproduced with a simulated dimer spectrum. The experimental intermediate
cluster spectrawere well simulated with a 55 molecule model. In these intermediate
cluster spectra, three distinct absorptions are observed. Miller and coworkers
attribute the two lower frequency peaks to surface molecules and the upper peak
to core molecules. The shift to higher frequencies with larger cluster size is
opposite the trend observed in C02 but this has been explained on the basis of the
difference inthedipole moments ofthetwo molecules. InC02,when themolecule
is distorted, it obtains a small dipole moment. This dipole moment will cause an
increased attraction to neighboring molecules, causing a shift to the red. A
distortionof the N20 molecule would causea decrease in dipole moment, thereby
weakening interactions with neighboring molecules, causing a shift to the blue100.
These N20 results are relevant to the current work on C02 for many81
reasons. First, N20 and C02 are verymuch alike. For example,both have similar
second virial coefficients, similar lattice energies and a cubic crystalline structure
with approximately the same lattice parameters. Furthermore, their quadrupole
moments are nearly identical. Second, that a similar trend in the appearance of
new spectral peaks withincreasing pressure is observed for both molecules suggests
that the origin of these peaks is the same. Since Miller et al. 10° experimentally
established an N20 cluster size range of 2-60 molecules under source conditions
comparable to those used in this experiment, we might expect that the peaks seen
in our spectra also originate from clusters in this size range.
Another piece of evidence supporting the core-surface model is found in the
recent molecular dynamics study reported by Cardini et al.101 In that study, the
infrared spectrum ofthe v3 antisymmetric stretch was calculated for C02 clusters
ranging insize upto 164 molecules. Figure 4.14 is taken from Cardini et al.101 and
shows the C02 v3 spectrum as calculated for various size clusters at 90K. The
lower, narrow peaks in Figure 4.14a-d are calculated with a Pa3 crystalline model
while the upper peaks are inhomogeneously broadened versions of the narrow
peaks and represent liquid-like clusters that originated with the Pa3 structure. In
thissimulation,itwaspostulated that the positive-frequencyshifted peaks arise from
core-type molecules and the negative-frequency shifted peaks arise from surface-
type molecules. In the bottom figure labeled Experimental Spectra, the 116
moleculeliquid-likecalculated spectrum (lowertrace) is compared witha smoothed
experimental FTIR spectrum of a jet expansion of a 2% mixture of C02 in Ar
ICY) taken by Barnes and Gough (upper trace). The temperature of the clusters82
in the experimental work was estimated to be 90K although the number of
molecules was not directly known. The similarityin appearance of the two spectra
is remarkable and again gives credence to the idea that peaks arising from the
vibration of surface molecules on small clusters may be distinguishable from those
originating from core molecule vibrations.
Icosahedral cluster structure
Another interesting alternative explanation ofthe 1278-1282 cm"1 peaks was
considered in light of a study by van de Waal103 wherein the most stable
structure of small molecular clusters was calculated. In the case of C02, it was
found that there was no barrier to rearrangement between a cubic arrangement of
13C02 molecules and a regular 13molecule icosahedronand that the icosahedral
arrangement was actually energetically more favorable (E = -114.6 kJ/mol for the
icosahedron vs.-100.5 kJ/mol for the cubicarrangement). It was postulated that in
light ofthis lackofenergy barrier, a 55-molecule cubic C02 cluster consisting oftwo
coordination shells rather than one might also be intraconvertible with an
icosahedral structure without a potential energy barrier in between. The energy
difference between the two structures would probably be smaller than the 13
molecule case, and as more shellsare added would change signdue to the growing,
energetically unfavorable space deficit that is inherent in the icosahedral
arrangement. Eventually, the icosahedral structure becomes unstablewith respect
to the crystalline structure; hence only the crystalline form would exist in large
clusters.83
In the case of rare gas atomic clusters, Lennard-Jones potential energy
calculations have shown that 13- and 55-atom clusters spontaneously rearrange to
form icosahedra . Experimentally, Farges et al.93 observed that argon clusters
showthree differentstructures,dependingonthe number ofatoms: polyicosahedral
for N < 50, multilayer icosahedral for 50 < N < 800, and crystalline fee for N >
800 atoms. The extent to which one may apply these results to a cluster of
decidedlyaspherical C02 moleculesisunclear and in fact, electron diffractiondata
exist that suggest that C02 clusters as small as 100 molecules have a cubic
crystalline structure .
Nevertheless, ifsmall icosahedral C02 clusters are formedinajet expansion,
they should be manifest in a vibrational Raman spectrum as peaks at a slightly
different frequency than the cubic crystalline peak since nearest neighbor
interactions will differ in the two structures. The implications for the possible
interpretation of our spectra are as follows. The sole cluster peak seen under mild
expansion conditions, as shown in Figure 4.12 (a), may arise from a 13-molecule
icosahedron. No peak is observed at the frequency of cubic crystalline C02
suggesting that perhaps all of the 13-molecule crystalline clusters have rearranged
to the energetically favorable icosahedral structure. The other intermediate peaks
that appear with more moderate expansionconditions as shownin Figure 4.12 (b)
maybe due to multilayericosahedra that coexistwith the cubicform. Finally,under
the harsh expansionconditions of Figure 4.12 (c), the remaining intermediate peak
maybe due to the largest icosahedral C02 clusterthat is stablewith respect to the
cubic solid. The observation that no intermediate peaks appear in the spectra of84
pure C02expansions isalsoconsistentwiththe icosahedral clustermodelsinceonly
the cubic crystalline form should exist under conditions thatfavor very large clusters.
With the experimental data at hand, either the surface-core or the
icosahedron explanations appear possible. However, more evidence, both
experimental and theoretical, point to the surface-core model as the correct
explanation of the intermediate peaks in the 2v2 C02 clusterspectrum.
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
C02 clusters of a varietyof sizes have been formed and observed in a free
jet expansion. The temperature of the clusters formed in an expansion of pure
C02, as deduced by comparison with spectral datataken ofequilibrium solid C02,
ranges from 152K to 128K with an estimated final cluster temperature of 120K
which agrees well with other experimental and theoretical observations. In
expansions ofC02 in He, both the Tg and A modes ofthe solid C02 vibration are
visible, confirming the crystallinity of the cluster. Furthermore, a group of peaks
appears in the spectrum between the monomer and solid peaks, the intensity of
which is highly sensitive to source conditions. These intermediate peaks are
believed to arise from small clusters, possibly from surface modes or from a
different crystal arrangement.
Infuture work, itwould beinstructive toconcomitantly examine C02 clusters
using both spectroscopic and mass analysis techniques to gain a clearer picture of
the size of clusters that give rise to the various features in the vibrational spectrum.85
It would also be beneficial to develop an accurate inline gas mixing apparatus so
that the proportion ofsampleto diluentcouldbe accuratelycontrolled. Bylearning
to control the source conditions well enough to repeatably create clusters of a
narrow size range as determined through mass analysis, it should be possible to
learn more of the cluster growth process as well as thermodynamic size effects.86
Table 4.1: Transition frequencies and linewidths for the 2v2 mode ofsolid C02.
Crystal A(g) T(g) A(g) linewidth
Temperature
-1
cm cm" FWHM cm"1
7.6 1275.371 1275.744 0.040
15 1275.366 1275.738 0.038
22 1275.362 1275.741 0.037
29 1275.379 1275.753 0.050
36 1275.389 1275.764 0.055
43 1275.408 1275.778 0.063
50 1275.442 1275.809 0.067
63 1275.522 1275.882 0.082
73 1275.578 1275.931 0.147
83 1275.644 1275.995 0.180
93 1275.715 1276.071 0.254
103 1275.804 1276.136 0.300
113 1275.880 1276.209 0.308
123 1275.966 1276.294 0.267
133 1276.057 1276.354 0.347
143 1276.150
153 1276.254
163 1276.364
173 1276.464
183 1276.553
193 1276.667
203 1276.811
213 1276.907
217 1276.949Temperature
33 K
9K ^MvV 1 L_
i i i i i r
1274.50 1275.50 1276.50 1277.50
Raman shift (cml )
Peak Frequencies
(cm"1)
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1275.8801276.209
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Figure 4.1: CARS spectraofthe2v2 mode ofsolid C02 atvarious temperatures.AZ.VJ
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Figure 4.2: Temperature vs. peak frequency for the A„ (￿), and T„ (+) 2v2
mode of solid C02.i—i 1—i—i—i 1 1 1 r
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Figure 43: C02 crystal temperature vs. linewidth (FWHM) of the A„ mode.Ax laser
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Figure 4.4: CARS spectrometer setup usedfor studies of C02 clusters and solid.
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Figure 4.5: Cross sections of various nozzle geometries. A sonic nozzle was used
for all experiments reported here except for the C02 neat expansion study in
which a cylindrical nozzle was employed.1274
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Figure 4.6: Representative spectra of the 2v2vibration of C02 illustrating the
spectral regions where peaks arising from various size clusters are found. The
sharp peak at the right is the Q-branch of the monomer.X/D
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Figure 4.7: CARS spectra of the 2v2 mode of solid C02 formed in a pure free
jet expansion.94
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Figure 4.8: Estimated temperature of clusters as a function of X/D for a neat
expansion of C02 with p0 = 27 atm and Tn = 298K.160
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Figure 4.9: Modeling of experimental C02 cluster cooling (￿) in a free jet
expansion. Two extremes of 0.16 and 0.001 sticking coefficient are presented in
(a) and (b) respectively.1274
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Figure 4.10: CARS spectra of the 2v2 mode of solid C02 as seen in a free jet
expansion of 10% C02 in He.I
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Figure 4.11: Temperature of solid C02 clusters formed in an expansion of 10%
C02in He as deduced by comparing (a) Ag FWHM and (b) A peak frequency
with equilibrium spectra.SOLID
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Figure 4.12: 2v2spectra ofC02 under differentsourceconditions, allat X/D=3.(a)
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Figure 4.13: From Miller et al.104, spectra of N20 in free jet expansions, (a) Source
pressures andgas compositions (%N20inHe): A. 3.1 atm (15%) B. 4.3 atm (15%)
C. 4.8 atm (15%) D. 8.5 atm (15%) E. 14.5 atm (15%) F. 17.8 atm (15%) G. 23.7
atm (15%) H. 34.1 atm (45%). The negative going peaks in A and B are the
monomer absorptions, (b) Also fromMiller etal. , Monte Carlo simulated N20
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Figure 4.14: Calculated C02 cluster v3 spectra from Cardini et a/.18 (Figs. a-d).
The experimental spectrumin the bottomfigure (upper trace) isfromBarnesand
Gnuph19. Gough101
CHAPTER 5 THE CARS SPECTRA OF CARBON DIOXIDE DIMER
INTRODUCTION
The smallest of all carbon dioxide clusters, (C02)2, has been the subject of
many experimental and theoretical studies for the past two decades, with
considerable debate in the literature centering on the C02 dimer structure. Some
early studies found that the most likely structure was a polar T-shaped
dimer105'106,107'108'109 while other results suggested that a C2h offset
parallel structure was the more stable form110,lll,112,113,114,115
Recently, however, the infrared spectra of the v3 fundamental mode116 and of
the v3+2v2, V3+VJ Fermi diad117'118 were resolved and interpreted to obtain
rotational constants and structural parameters that definitively confirm the offset
parallel structure.
The search for the Raman active (C02)2 transitions has centered primarily
on a series of spectral features red-shifted 3-7 cm from the C02 monomer Q-
branch of the lowercomponent of the vl5 2v2 Fermi diad, herein denoted 2v2. In
work done in this group in 198578, a peak in the CARS spectrum at 1281.3 cm"1
was attributed to the C02 dimer, an assignment made in part due to the lack of
observation of any other spectral features closer to the monomer Q-branch at
1285.5 cm . Subsequently, this same peak has been assigned by Barth and
Huisken99 as one ofa group offive peaks from 1278.2 to 1281.6 cm"1 that they102
attribute to the rotationalbranches(0,P,Q,R,S) ofthe C02dimer. It has alsobeen
attributed to (C02)2 by Vigasin and Denisov1 who have assigned five spectral
features ranging from 1281 cm"1 to 1372 cm"1 tovibrational modes ofthe dimer.
In this work, we present high-resolution CARS spectra showing new, regular,
well-resolved peaks surrounding the monomer Q-branch of the upper v1? 2v2
component, (vj). We attribute these peaks to rovibrational transitions of (C02)2,
marking the first observation, to our knowledge, of a rotationally resolved CARS
spectrum of a molecular dimer. The assignment of these peaks to specific
transitions is difficult,however, due to many factors that effect the spectrum. In the
following sections, the experimental conditions, spectral results and analysiswillbe
presented.
EXPERIMENTAL
The CARSspectrometer and pulsedjet assembly were identicalto that used
for the study of larger clusters of C02 (see Chapter IV). Several different dilute
mixtures of C02 in a driving gas were tested, with a range of 2-6% C02 in either
neon or helium proving satisfactory for the spectral observation of the (C02)2
peaks. The sample pressure behind the room-temperature 0.2 mm diameter nozzle
was varied between 1.0 and 7.0 atm with the lower pressures resulting in more
clearly resolved spectra.
These conditions are consistent with the formation of very small clusters and
with the conditions reported by other groups who have successfully observed the103
C02 dimer. For example, Jucks et a/.118 expanded a mixture of 10% C02 in He
through a 0.04 mm nozzle with a stagnation pressure of 2 atm in their study of the
v3 + ^v2 infrared dimer spectrum and Buck et al.120 used 1% or 5% C02 in Ne
with 3-4 atm stagnation pressure with a 0.1 mm nozzle in a study of deflection of
small C02 clusters by a He beam. Walsh et al.116 detected significant dimer
formation using a 0.35 mm nozzle with a backing pressure of 3 atm of 3% C02 in
Ne.
Jet source conditions can be compared using the model of "corresponding
jets" developed by Hagena8'121. In this model, the mean size of a cluster
formed in ajet expansion remains constant ifthe sourcepressurep0and the source
temperature, T0 are increased simultaneously according to the isentropic relation
Po^O = const- Furthermore, the model predicts that for jet nozzlesof similar
geometry (i.e. sonic, laval, conical, etc.) a decrease in nozzle throat diameter d can
be compensated by anincrease ofsource pressure p0 such that p0d1 = const, with
0<q<l. For C02, it was found121 that q= 0.6. Without considering the effect of
the different mixtures and different nozzle types used by the other groups who
observed C02 dimers116'118'120, we can make a first-order approximation of the
pressure needed to form dimers using our 0.2 mm diameter nozzle by comparing
p0 and d. This comparison suggests an optimal source pressure range of 0.76 - 4.2
atm which does in fact overlap the set of conditionsused in obtaining the spectra
presented in the following section.104
RESULTS
Figure 5.1and 5.2showC02 cluster spectra obtained usinga mixture of 2%
C02 in Ne as a function of distance from the nozzle at a source pressure of 2 atm
and 1.6atm respectively. The broad feature in the center of the spectra isthe C02
monomer Q-branch, which, it should be noted, exhibits no resolvable rotational
structure due to an unusually small a = Bq-Bj vibration-rotation constant for this
diad member. This arises because of a cancellation of inertial changes for the
nearly equal stretch and bending coordinates. In fact, line spacing in the monomer
Q-branch varies122 between 10"4 cm"1 (for J=0, J=2) and 10"3 cm"1 (for J=10,
J=12). In work done earlier in this laboratory by George Pubanz using high
resolution stimulated Ramanspectroscopy, theentirewidth oftheC02 vxQ-branch
in a jet expansion of5% C02 in He at 14.6 atm backing pressure wasmeasured to
be 0.0047 cm"1 (FWHM); hence, none ofthe surrounding sharp features can be
attributed to C02 monomer Q-branch lines.
Examination ofFigure 5.1and 5.2reveals a set ofsomewhat regularly-spaced
peaks reproducible in frequency from scan to scan. The most dominant cluster
peaks are indexed in the top spectrum of Figure 5.1. The overall intensity envelope
does not shift appreciably with decreasing temperature (increasing X/D) although
the intensities of the individual peaks vary somewhat. Each of the spectra is shown
with the monomer peak off-scale in order to magnify the cluster features, but by
measuring the relative intensity of the group of cluster peaks vs the actual intensity
of the monomer peak, the extent of clustering is estimated to be less than 15%.105
The average frequency of peak #9, which was prominent in virtually all
sixteen ofthe spectra used in this analysis, was used as a calibration point and each
spectrum was shifted a small amount (<0.005 cm" ) so that the frequency of peak
#9 matched exactly in each spectrum. This is to compensate for a small drift in the
Nd:YAG frequency from day to day. The frequencies of the dominant peaks in
each spectrum were then tabulated, indexed and averaged. These average
frequencies are presented in column 1 of Table 5.1 with their respective standard
deviations listed in column 2, while the peak-to-peak separations are listed in
column 3. The data show 23 peaks, separated by an average of 0.050(5) cm"1.
Significantly,there appears to be no trend in increasing or decreasing peak-to-peak
separations across the spectrum. This near regularity is surprising considering the
complicated nature of the system, and we examine in the following section various
possible sources for this spectrum.
DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
Asillustrated in Figure 5.3, the C02 dimer has a slipped parallel structure
with a C—C distance of -3.6 A and an angle of -58° between the C—C axis and
the C02 internuclear axis . Table 5.2summarizesthe vibrational-rotational data
known from IR studies for the ground and several excited states. The dimer is a
near prolate top (k = 0.94) with A being the unique rotational axis. Due to the
orientation of A, both parallel and perpendicular rovibrational transitions are
allowed; hence, AJ = 0,±1, ±2 and AK = ±1 as well as AK = 0, ±2 transitions
could be observed in the Raman spectrum. However, the strengths of the AJ * 0,106
AK * 0 bands depend on the polarizability anisotropy while the AJ = 0, AK = 0 Q-
branch depends mainly on the isotropic component of the polarizability.
Preliminary calculations performed by Salvador Montero123 after the manner
described in reports by Montero124 and Montero and del Rio125 show that the
vj band of the C02 dimer is highly isotropic and that in fact, the CARS intensity
of the anisotropic O-, P-, R-, and S-branches will be less than 1% of the intensity
of the Q-branch. Also, the AK = ±1, AK = ±2 Q-branch lines are expected to be
weak and hence only isotropic AJ = 0, AK = 0 lines should be seen.
This was verified in this experiment by examining the v1 monomer/dimer
spectrumwith both parallel and perpendicular polarization orientations of the input
CARS beams. In the perpendicular polarization experiment, dimer peaks arising
from parallel transitions should totally disappear while spectral peaks originating
from perpendicular transitions of the dimer should only be reduced by a factor of
(3/4) . As shown in Figure 5.4, the monomer peak of this totally symmetric mode
is greatly reduced and the dimer peaks are completely absent in the perpendicular
polarization experiment, thereby confirming the parallel nature of the dimer
transitions observed here. The conclusion from this is that in the prolate top
approximation, the CARS spectrum should only exhibit a series of bands given
approximately by
vjr" vo-a^+l) -(aA-a^K\ (5.1)
Another possible complication arises from the four low-lying intermolecular
Van der Waalsmodes. From the centrifugal distortionconstantsofthe C02 dimer,
Jucks et al. calculated harmonic van der Waals vibrational frequencies of 32(2)107
and 90(1) cm"1 for the A„ "stretch" and "bend" respectively. Recent preliminary
calculations by S. Montero show that the harmonic frequencies of the other in-
plane bend and the torsion are between 30 and 45 cm"1. Ifthe dimer vibrational
transition originates not from the ground vibrational state but rather from one of
the low-lying van der Waals levels,the resulting "hot-band" spectra maywell overlap
the spectrum of dimers originating from the ground state.
To explore the importance of hot-band contributions, thermal populations
ofthe ground and the low lying Van der Waals states were calculated. In order to
do this however, it was necessary to estimate a temperature of the sample. This
was difficult since we cannot confidently assign any of the dimer transitions and
since no monomer Q-branch or O- and S-branch structure was observed in these
experiments to allow for an approximate rotational temperature determination.
However, a lower bound to the temperature can be established from calculating the
translational temperature of the sample in an isentropic expansion as described by
Levy . At a distance from the nozzle ofX/D = 10, this calculation gives Ttrans =
-5 K. An upper temperature bound of -38 K can be estimated by noting the
temperature of large C02 clusters at a similar distance from the nozzle as
determined by comparison of the cluster vibrational frequency with that of bulk
solid C02 (see Figure 4-1lb). Since the dimer is surely colder than a large
cluster that has warmed from many accreting collisions and is in all probability
somewhat warmerthan the translational temperature,we estimate the C02 dimer
temperature range to be 10-30 K. At these temperatures, the square of the
Boltzmann population factor (which is proportional to the CARS signal) of a van108
der Waals state at 30cm is less than 5%. Therefore, no appreciable CARS signal
is to be expected from vibrations originating in any of the low-lying van der Waals
states or their respective overtone levels.
Another complicating factor is the likelihood that the source conditions used
here result in the formation of not only dimers but also trimers and other higher
order clusters. Indeed, in an examination ofthe v3 + 2v2 infrared spectrum of the
carbon dioxide trimer, Fraser et al. observed many dimer transitions as well
as strong trimer transitions when using 3% C02 in He at 5 atm backingpressure
with a 0.04 mm diameter nozzle. Again, using the "corresponding jets" model, we
would predict that trimers would be formed at a source pressure of1.9 atm with our
0.2 mm nozzle. One observation by Fraser et al.126 that is relevant here is that the
intensity of the trimer peaks in the infrared spectrum was much more strongly
dependent on source pressure than was the intensity of the dimer peaks. For
example, at 2 atm backing pressure, a few weak dimer transitions were visible but
no trimer peaks. At 3 atm, both trimer and dimer peaks are apparent. At 5 atm,
the trimer peaks dominate the spectrum but the intensity of the dimer peaks is
approximately equal to the dimer intensity in the 3 atm experiment. In our
experiments, the regular set of observed peaks was found to be relatively insensitive
to the source conditions. That is, the frequencies of the dominant peaks are
consistent in spectra taken over a range of 1-5 atm source pressure, suggesting that
the primary contributor to the observed transitions is a single species which we
believe to be (C02)2. Trimers and higher order polymers are undoubtedly formed
however, and may be contributing to some of the "noise" of the observed spectra.109
Spectral simulation
With many ofthe complicating factors dropping out, it becomes conceivable
that the observed dimer spectrum might be simulated using a simple model. The
use of a simple model is mandatory since we have no direct knowledge of the
proper peak assignments nor of the rotational and centrifugal distortion constants
of this excited state. Thus, in the spectral simulation described below, the C02
dimer was constrained to fit a prolate symmetric top model with the B rotational
constant taken to be the average of B and C. The ground state rotational and
1 1 5£ centrifugal distortion constants were taken from Jucks et al. and are listed in
Table 5.2.
The energy of each J,K level was calculated with the expression
E(J,K) =B[J(J+1)-K2]+AK2 - Ay[J(J+ 1)]2- AJfJ[J(J+l)K2]- AKK4
with the frequency of each AJ=0, AK=0 transition calculated from
QiJJC) = vQ+E"(JJC)-E'(J,K).
(5.2)
(5.3)
Each transition is given a relative CARS intensity by multiplying the transition
degeneracy by the square of the ground state Boltzmann population factor. Then
each line was given a Lorentzian lineshape to account for natural and any residual
collisional broadening and the spectrum was convoluted with Gaussian lineshape
functions to account for Doppler and instrumental broadening effects as described
in Chapter 3.110
In an attempt to fit the experimental spectrum, a range ofvalues of(B'-B"),
(A'-A"), and (Aj'-Aj")was tried. Unfortunately, to reproduce the observed equal
line spacing, it was necessary to use a value for (B'-B") that was an order of
magnitudelarger thanthe equivalent values observedinthe infrared v3 and 2v2+v3
11 f\ 119tk studies ' that are shown in Table 5.2. In fact, to counteract the spreading of
high J lines due to the J(J+1) term in Equation 5.2, it was necessary to use a value
of AJ' ten times greater than AJ". This reflects the need to consider the
asymmetry of the molecule and also to obtain higher resolution coherent Raman
data so that a band origin and a few of the rotational lines of the dimer might be
assigned.
CONCLUSION
We have observeda set of sharp, regularlinesin the vicinity of the C02 v^
monomer peak that we are led to attribute to rovibrational transitions ofthe carbon
dioxide dimer. Despite the difficulty in modeling the experimental spectrum with
a simple symmetric top model, it is encouraging that several possible perturbing
factors are found to be relatively unimportant. As higher resolution CARS
capabilities are developed, it would be useful to reexamine this problem with the
goal of specifically assigning each transition, thereby obtaining an insight into the
intermolecular vibrations and rotations of this simple yet complex system.17 Peak index
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Figure 5.1: C02 dimerspectra. Obtained using a mixture of 2% C02 in Ne at
2 atm backing pressure.i [ i i i i r
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Figure 5.2: C02 dimer spectra. Obtained using a mixture of 2% C02 in Ne at
a source pressure of 1.6 atm.113
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Figure 5.3: C02 dimer structure. Structural values are from Juckset al.
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Figure 5.4: Polarization of C02 dimer transitions, (a) Parallel polarization, (b)
Perpendicular polarization with the sensitivity = 100 x sensitivity of (a).*
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1Table 5.2: Rotational constants and structural parameters of (C02)2.
Ground state3 2v2+v3a v1+v3a v3b
Rotational
0.3002815(39) 0.2985585(43) 0.300538(27) A
B 0.0536041(13) 0.0536563(16) 0.053900(25) 0.053299(4)
C 0.0453370(13) 0.0453396(14) 0.044163(15) 0.045142(4)
AjxlO7 2.831(55) 2.636(53) .... 2.26(19)
AJKxl07 -2.393(61) -2.460(52) .... 1.90(3)
A^IO5 1.343(33) 1.340(18) .... 1.37(2)
SjxlO8 5.79(32) 4.28(33) ....
5Kxl06 1.40(6) 1.56(44) ....
Structural
3611.54717(2) 3713.93215(6) 2350.77212(5) v0 (cm"1)
RC...C A 3.599(7) 3.6081(2)
e° 58.2(8) 57.65(2)
aRef. 118. bRef. 116.
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